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PREFACE 
A word of explanation is necessary regarding 
the presentation of some of Dr. R. A. Torrey', 
Bible tracts. Quite recently. we had a spring 
cleaning at the Bible Institute of Loa Angeles, 
and in some of the cupboards we came across 
huodreds of plates, which were wed by the 
printing press the Institute possested in Dr. 
Torrey's time. 
II 
I 
Finding a few of Dr. Torrey', tracts, which 
the Institute issued during this famous teacher's 
association with it, we thought that it would 
be a good thing to reproduce them for another 
generation of Bible lovers. 
The difference in style is accouoted for by 
the fact that we have used the original plates, 
making possible thereby a cheaper book. 
The added appreciation of Dr. Torrey'• life 
and work by Dr. Herbert Lockyer will, I feel 
sure, prepare the reader for the Tracts of Dr. 
Torrey. 
May God continue to bless the work of one 
of America's greatest Bible teachers! "He being
dead yet speaketh." 
Louis T. Talbot. 
I. THE TRAITS OF TORREY 
By Dr. Herbert Lockyer 
TORREY, TIIE MAN 
That movements ever revolve around men is 
the evident testimony of Scripture. "A man ap­
peared, sent by God, whose name was John." A 
force implies a figure-a program, a personal­
ity. The Dispensations of Scripture are asso­
ciated with conspicuous individuals. God com­
menced the human family with Adam. Noah 
headed another covenant. In Abraham we have 
the fountain head of the Jewish race. John the 
Baptist, the man sent by God, was the fi~re 
head in a crusade of repentance and preparation 
for the coming Messiah. In the Man Christ Je­
sus we have the Federal Head of the Church. 
And men sent by God explain the expansion 
of the cause of Christ. Paul, for example, is 
conspicuous as the promoter of evangelism and 
a founder of churches. For the ddiverance of 
Christianity from the shackles of Papal sover­
eignty, a man appeared, sent by God, whose 
name was Martin Luther. God shook this Ger­
man monk and in turn the monk shook the 
world. · 
England, J. R. Green in his History of the 
&glisb People, tells us, was saved from a 
bloody revolution through the monumental la­
bours of John Wesley. Scotland threw off the 
yoke of a dead formalism as the result of John 
Knox's dynamic preaching. Two continents ex­
perienced a remarkable spiritual quickening as 
... 
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D. L. Moody, the man of one Book, journeyed 
over them, preaching the glorious gospel of re­
deeming love. And, without doubt, Reuben Ar­
cher Torrey, the divinely ordained successor of 
L. Moody, was a man called of God to exer­
cise a much needed ministry in a time ripe for 
instruction in the deep things of the Word. 
D. 
It is a distinct loss that no official biography 
of Dr. R. A. Torrey exists. His dear widow, 
still happily with us, writes me that her gifted 
husband did not desire any account of his 
labours recorded. The only sketch of his 
life extant is the revealing volume, R.nwen Ar­
cher Torrey: The M1111 And His Mess•ge, by his 
friend Robert Harkness, who was so closely 
~d~ntified ~th Dr. Torrey in his great evangel­
istic campaigns. And it is upon this valuable 
biography we must depend for much of our 
material. 
For a generation that knew not R. A. Tor­
rey, the man "".'ho appeared, sent by God to ex­
pound the Scnptures, the following facts can 
be restated. 
.He was born of Reuben Slayton Torrey and 
~lizabeth Torrey on January 28, 18J6, in the 
city of Hoboken, N. J. 
~s a student he had a distinguished career, 
haVIng taken degrees at Yale University Post 
gra~uate_ s~dy in Germany further heli,ed to 
eqw~ this intellectual giant for his life's work. 
v~s m~rri~ge to Clara B. Smith of Garretts-
, Ohio, an 1879 brought into L!_ "L
who be his DllJ uxe one 
was to devoted companion for 
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about fifty years. Mrs. Torrey is still actively 
interested in the work of the Lord. 
Of the five children born to Dr. and Mrs. 
Torrey, two are living and are in positions 
in which they perpetuate their father's in­
fluence and ministry; namely, Reuben A. Tor­
rey, the well-known missionary to China, and 
Edith Clare Torrey, teacher of English Bible 
in Wheaton College, with whom Mrs. Torrey 
makes her home. 
Ordained to the Congregational ministry in 
1878, Dr. Torrey, thereafter, spent several years 
superintending the City Mission in Minneap­
olis. From 1889 to 1908 he was associated in 
the work of the Moody Bible Institute of Chi­
cago. Endowed, as few men of his day were, 
with a keen insight into the character of men, 
Mr. Moody knew that in R. A. Torrey he had 
the man who by training and testing was well 
fitted to develop the God-given idea of a train­
ing center for consecrated young people. 
For twelve years he acted as Pastor of the old 
Moody Church. Extensive world tours during 
1902-190S, and evangelistic campaigns all over 
America from 1906 to 1912 were followed by 
visits to Europe and, in 1919 and 1921, to the 
Orient. 
Then for twelve years, 1912-1924, Dr. Tor­
rey acted as Dean of ,the Bible Institute of Los 
Angeles, and also for the best part of this per­
iod as Pastor of the historic Church of the 
OpenDoor. 
Relinquishing his work in Calliotnia, Dr. 
' 
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Torrey next engaged in evangelistic wock all 
over the States. 
Then came two yean as Special Lecturer at 
the Moody Bible Institute. Dr. Torrey died at 
Asheville, N. C., October 26, 1928, and hi, 
body rests on the hilltop of the Montroee he 
dearly loved. 
Such, then, are a few brief facts concerning 
a man sent by God whose memory and work 
are ever worth recalling. 
Those who knew this valiant defender of the 
Faith pay tribute ·to his uprightness and lin­
cerity. Although he was only a man, yet he 
ever sought to be a true man, sent and used by 
God. He was clear and tramparent. For exam­
ple, he l_ived above the praises and plaudiu of 
men. Bncks and bouquets often came his way 
and he .took them all without apparent concern. 
He believed that he was not responsible for the 
way men reacted to his message. His reaponai­
bility, he believed, was to preach a God-given 
message, and then leave the Holy Spirit to pro­
duce results. 
We are also told that Dr. Torrey was ever 
thorough and exact. He never did things by 
~ves. And what he gave he expected. With 
his ho'U;s and life fully disciplined, he was stern 
wh4:11 it came to discipline among studenu. 
Lazmess he abhorred. 
A . 
gain, R. A. Torrey was · not a man of 
moods. Often eminent men mar th . :_.a
because they fitful eu UJ.UuenceT-. L-~e . . , spasmodic and erratic. 
---~• uuw.:ver, had unusual balance and 
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poise, that played a large part in making him 
the success he was. His manner radiated con­
fidence. 
Endowed with an iron will, Dr. Torrey 
was fum and unbending in his attitude to sin 
and in his defence of the truth. Some, there 
were, who thought him somewhat severe. But 
as he could not tolerate sham, pretense or mere 
make-believe, Dr. Torrey thundered out against 
all hypocrisy. 
This man of God was likewise blessedly saved 
from mercenary motives. While ample reward 
came to him, greed for money never limited his 
influence or beclouded his vision. 
Punctuality was another conspicuous trait of 
his. His watch kept accurate time. Jeremy Tay­
lor reminds us that one evidence of a holy life is 
the strict economy of time. Well, Dr. Torrey 
knew how to redeem his hours! 
Yes, and in an age cursed with superficiality, 
it is wdl to remember that Dr. Torrey was the 
enemy of anything mean or cheap. He was nev­
er a showman. A commanding . dig~ty, born of 
prolonged meditation upon the transcendent at­
tributes of God enabled him to commend the 
Goapel. 
What contrasts and opposites are suggested 
by John's phrase ..a man sent by God." A man! 
God! HUJD2nity and Infinity. Yet both met 
and ever harmonized in Dr. R. A. Torrey. 
Particularizing, we can say that Dr. Torrey 
was: 
1. A Mn of Uun11ttd Poitb. 
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Once young Torrey emerged from his night 
of doubt he had no hesitancy about trusting 
God implicitly for all his needs. While in Min­
neapolis, he determined to trust God, believing 
that the One he had come to know through a 
close study of the Scriptures, was well able to 
care for him and his work. Thus, like George 
Muller, that Apostle of Faith, whON work in 
Bristol is known the world over, R. A. Torrey, 
the Mission Superintendent, took all require­
ments to the Lord. Faith, of course, received 
many a severe testing but temporal and spirit­
ual needs were all met. 
And faith in God's ability to care for His 
own dominated Dr. Torrey's life. In all the im­
portant decisions he had to mab, faith devel­
oped for him a healthy, spiritual ambition. And 
it was his utter dependence upon his unfailing 
Lord, fortressed, as his faith was with a dean, 
yielded life, that enabled him to inspire faith in 
others. He could preach about faith, seeing that 
he practiced it. In his counsel to converts, he 
ever sought to impress upon them the necessity 
of thrusting themselves and all their cares 
wholly upon the Lord. 
2. A Man of Uncet1Sing Interce$sio,,. 
P~hap~ one of the most enlightening books 
dealing with the believer's prayer life is the vol­
ume by Dr. Torrey on ..How to Pray." But he 
not only preached and wrote about ..Prayer,. It 
was the atmosphere of his own life d •
ated his mind , an satur-
as was with .the truth of God's 
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Word, his prayers were ever Biblical in expres­
sion. 
In the world-wide ministry this spiritual 
giant was called upon to exercise, he had need 
of frequent access to the Throne. And no mat­
ter how pressing his work, seasons of commun­
ion were never neglected. Prayer to him was 
more important than work. 
And his prayers were always practical and di­
rect. He knew the difference between saying 
prayers and praying in the Spirit. A favorite 
theme of his was, "The Prayer Life of our 
Lord." Doubtless it was from his Master that 
he learned the necessity of spending many a day 
in prayer and fasting. And his knowledge of 
how to "pray through" accounts for his pow­
edul ministry in different parts of the world. 
. 
3. A M11n of Deep Convictions. 
After his triumph over doubt, while a stu­
dent at Yale and in Germany, Dr. Torrey never 
swerved from his faith in the infallibility of 
the Word of God. Intellectual and spiritual 
battles successfully fought brought him to a 
divine dogmatism regarding the Truth. And it 
was this unshaken confidence of his that helped 
to make him a rich blessing to so many of his 
day who were swayed by the "faiths" and 
"isms" of that time. 
We sometimes say that nothing convicts like 
conviction. Well, Dr. Torrey's convictions were 
certainly contagious as hundreds can still testi­
fy. One is constantly meeting with those who 
were brought out of their doubt into the clear 
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sunlight of faith through the positive utter­
ances of R. A. Torrey. He was not of the num­
ber who doubt · their beliefs and believe their 
doubts. May God raise up more men with like 
convictions! 
TORREY, THE EVANGELIST 
While Dr. R. A. Torrey will go down to pos­
terity as a Christian-educator, yet the fact re­
mains that he was essentially an evangelist, and 
his methods of evangelism were ideal. Records 
prove that he made full proof of his ministry 
as an evangelist. 
Robert Harkness reminds us that Dr. Torrey 
was ."regarded by some as being unsuited for a 
spe~ific evangelistic ministry.•• Yet it cannot be 
demed that he was raised up for a great work. 
That he was called of God is evidenced not 
?nly in his messages, but in the abundant bless­
ing attendant upon his ministry. He was not 
suddenly thrust into evangelistic work. His ad­
vent was prepared and his spiritual power was a 
matter of gradual development. His success as 
an evangelist, therefore, was not due to any 
mere c~ce, but rather the result of years of 
preparanon and experience. 
It ~ be worth our while to examine the 
underlymg causes of his success as a soul-win­
der: ~auses, be it known that must ever be evi­
ent if one would do the work of an evangelist. 
l. Torrey exPmn,ceJ the Grt1t:e of Gori with 
a deep heart expen· f ~ k ence o regeneration. Dr. 
orrey new what the Lord was able to .do for 
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others. The foundation of his stirring evangel­
ism was his own personal salvation. A preach­
er, merely religious, can never function as a 
soul-winner. When Jesus has found us, then, 
and only then, can we tell others the story. 
And in true apostolic fashion, once saved, Dr. 
Torrey sought to win those of his own imme­
diate circle for Christ. In his message on "Soul­
winning,,. he often told of the way in which 
he led his own brother to the Saviour after 
years of pleading. And what joy was his as his 
own dear children accepted Christ. 
2. Torrey shared Christ's pt1Ssion fur so-uls. 
Living near to the heart of his Lord, Dr. Torrey 
manifested his Master's concern over lost men 
and women. In Christ's stead, he was ever be­
seeching the unsaved to be reconciled to God. 
Although somewhat cold, austere, emotionless, 
R. A. Torrey was yet impelled by Heaven's love 
for the lost. 
And like his Lord, this divinely equipped 
evangelist believed in personal dealing. While 
he had power to sway masses, he loved the indi­
vidual. He did not content himself with the 
preaching of those masterly evangelistic ser­
mons of his in great campaigns. He was ever 
alert, snatching every opponunity of witness­
ing for his Lord. Mr. Robert Harkness tells of a 
visit to Australia and of a rough crossing they 
had when most of the party had to remain in 
their staterooms. A stormy sea caused them to 
be deeply concerned about their safety. Dr. 
Torrey, however, could be found on deck deal-
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ing with the Captain of the ship about his soul. 
Evidently self-righteous, the Captain came to 
realize that he was a lost sinner and ere the voy­
age was over, the seafaring man accepted the 
Saviour. 
3. Torrey relied •J,on the work of the Spirit. 
Eminently gifted, Dr. Torrey knew how peril­
ous it was to depend upon his natural talents, 
even upon his unique knowledge of the Scrip­
tures. Of course, he believed that the Holy 
Spirit ever rides triumphantly in His own char­
iot and therefore his messages were saturated 
with the Bible. He knew, however, that even 
the letter can kill and that it is the Spirit alone 
who can give life. 
As a true soul-winner he knew how to trust 
the Holy Spirit to produce conviction. Torrey 
believed that if he preached the Gospel faith­
fully and fully that the Holy Spirit would' see 
~o the resu!ts. He never tried to coax people 
lllto the Kingdom. False incentive, superficial 
appeals, or mere sensationalism were not in his 
line '?f things ~s. an evangelist. 
With the Spmt-anointed heralds of the Early 
Church, Dr. Torrey re,pected the Lordship of 
the Holy Spirit with the result that sinners 
were regenerated and mere religious professors 
br~ught into a living experience and lukewarm 
believers were transformed into ardent wit­
nesses for Christ. 
4. T':'"~Y J,r_eacheJ " &wing Mnuge. An 
h:~n!~l ~hes an evan~l, and Dr. Torrey1spe to proclaun. And his was a 
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Gospel he never apologized for. Knowing the 
Christ of the Gospel, this mighty soul-winner 
kept his ministry Christo-centric. He first 
brought Christ to men, then men to Christ. 
As with John Wesley, Charles Finney, Dwight 
Moody, Christ was the focal point of R. A. 
To
L. 
rrey's preaching. 
Realizing that the heart of man was deceit­
ful above all things and desperately wicked, this 
teacher-evangelist bent all his energies in a two 
fold direction, namdy, the utter depravity of 
the human heart, and a Crucified Christ as the 
only hope of sinners. 
One of Dr. Torrey's favorite passages was 
John 1:12. And relationship with God, only 
through Christ, was a constant theme of his, 
while the lines of his favorite hymn indicated 
his personal devotion to the Lord he dearly 
loved: 
"Oh, could I speak the matchless worth, 
Oh, could I sound the glories forth, 
Which in my Saviour shine! 
I'd soar and touch the heavenly strings, 
And vie with Gabrid while he sings 
In notes almost divine." 
And in his evangdistic sermons he covered 
all the fundamental truths of Holy Writ. A 
striking text and half a dozen sob stories never 
satisfied this passionate evangelist who knew 
how to teach, teach, mark you, transgressors 
their ways. Believing that the whole Bible was 
the inspired Word of God, with masterly clar­
ity and conciseness he discoursed upon all the 
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aspects of the divine . c~aracter, trusting the 
Spirit to produce convict10n as he preached. 
5. Ton-ey declttred the Et""41 Dntiwy of 
Soul$. With the lost condition of men ever be­
fore him, Dr. Torrey was frank in bis rebuttal 
of sin-brutally frank, some thought. Few men 
have been able to expose sin in all its terrible­
ness as did R. A. Torrey. A friend of mine who 
listened to Dr. Torrey preach on "Prepare to 
meet: thy God," told me that such a piercing 
message made one tremble, yet in the delivery 
of the message the preacher seemed to be some­
what: cold, unemotional. At times it would 
seem as if he were too bard or brusque. Such 
however, was not his real nature. In bis inmost 
heart, the perilous condition of souls ever con­
strained him to warn sinners in the plainest of 
language. 
Believing that souls dying without Christ 
are lost forevermore, be never trimmed bis mes­
sage. He gathered constant incentive from the 
solemn exhortation of James 5:20. And no one 
can read Torrey's sermons containing bis an­
swers to problems of a perplexed, seeking soul 
without realizing that he knew bow to apply 
his Biblical bait. Whether it was the difficulties 
of a sincere seeker, or the excuses of one whose 
problems were moral rather than mental, or 
the hackneyed arguments of the infidel, Dr. 
Torrey knew how to apply the very Scripture 
~eeded. He had power, as few othen of his 
tune, t_? bear the truth of salvation to a lost 
and dymg world. Years of preparation and ex-
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perience contributed to his success as an evan­
gelist. He was ever a sworn foe of a mere pro­
fessional evangelism. He hated surface work. 
He never condescended to tricks to secure re­
sults. 
Other conspicuous traits marking him out as 
an Evangelist of high order can be briefly men­
tioned: 
He carried the evident marks of Separation. 
He cultivated holy intimacy with Heaven. 
He was saved from ulterior motives. 
He labored in the light of Eternity. 
TORREY, TI-IE TEACHER 
Dr. R. A. Torrey will ever remain one of 
the world's outstanding Bible teachers. En­
dowed with a brilliant lawyer-like mind, com­
bined as it was with an undying passion f~r 
truth he was an eminent teacher. Ever prec!SC 
and ~alculative, he knew how to divide the 
Word of God rightly. . 
Emotional decisions were not his. Hard rea­
soning and stem logic formed his approach to 
the Scriptures. While a student ~e fa~ed a per­
iod of doubt when it seemed as if fai.th would 
be shipwrecked by the rationalistic theology_ of 
Germany. A praying mother, however, sensmg 
something of her boy's perils, laid hold ?n God 
for her son who was in the way of bemg ru­
ined for the ministry he was preparing _for•. In 
after years, Dr. Torrey was forever attnbutm~ 
his victory over doubts to the prayen of his 
saintly mother. . . 
When the crisis came, and faith tnumpbed, 
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young Torrey found a new Bible and a more 
wonderful Christ. From that time on, he never 
had a doubt regarding the veracity of Scrip­
ture. Through the years he gave unwavering 
loyalty to the great verities of the Book and 
was widely used to lead a multitude of doubt­
ers into the certainty of faith. 
l. Torrey was Simple. Dr. Torrey practiced 
the art of simplicity. His forceful meaages 
were clothed in language people could under­
stand. Having a mind saturated with the 
simple language of the Bible, he knew how to 
express his statements in a simple 1tyle. 
. 2. Torrey was Dignified. This master teacher 
likeW1Se scorned anything that was light, Sip­
pant or undignined in the presentation of the 
1:ruth. He was ever a stranger to irreverence. 
Like John BW?-yan's ..very grave person,,, ll. A. 
Torrey bore h1S great commiasion in his look. 
3. Torrey was Sy,te-matic. Believing God to 
be the God of order and not of conflllion, Dr. 
Torrey also held that his declantion1 of God'• 
Word. should be orderly and sy1tematic. Like 
Dr. Dmsdale Young of London. Dr. Torrey was 
fond ~f. the three-decker sermon. His famous 
proposit~ons, too, in What the Bible T,-:bn
reveal him as a master of di . . and ___, . •He kn vmon 1111111ym. 
ew the force of logic and utilized it. 
4di·. Torrey was a Disciplitulril,,, Th who 
stu ed under him both . . • Ole 
g
a bod ll to strict. Having a mind and eles knew him be ~ Chicago and Los An­
y we under control and the boun f hisday carefull d o y mappe out, he could enforce dis-
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cipline when it came to the training of stu­
dents. 
Idleness he loathed. Like many another fa­
mous preacher, Dr. Torrey commenced his min­
istry in a small sphere, laboring and studying 
unceasingly and disciplining himself for future 
and greater tasks. 
S. Torre, was Direci. As a teacher, Dr. Tor­
tty was definite. He knew what he had to say 
and he could say it in uncompromising terms. 
His volume, What the Bible Teat:hes, perhaps 
one of the finest and most comprehensive com­
pendiums of orthodox theology we have, re­
veals the clarity with which he could express 
his views. As Robert Harkness puts it, .. Sim­
plicity marked his teaching-<onviction quali­
fied his utterance--blessing accompanied his ef­
fon." 
6. Torre, advo,:ateJ the value of memori-z­
ing. We have severaJ good books on the memo­
rizing of Scripture, many of which owe their 
inception, more or less, to Dr. Torrey's labon in 
this direction. His own cultivated memory was 
remarkable, adding greatly to his effectiveness 
as he expounded the Scriptures. He affirmed, 
and rightly so, that a memory if rightly trained 
was ever to be trusted. 
7. TOTTe-y had a Full Mind. While essentially 
a man of one Book, Dr. Torrey read widely. He 
was ever abreast of current literature. Every­
thing, however, he read was closely scrutinized 
and only passed on to others as it conformed to 
the structure of the spiritual truth he :6.rmly 
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believed. He would never attack a dangerous 
.. ism .. until he had endeavored to read all that 
was ever printed about it. Tab, for cumple, 
his booklet on "Seventh-day Adventism." 
8. Torrey 111t1s II Bflilder. While it is perfecdy 
true to say that Bible Institute wo,:k in Amer­
ic~ owes its existence to D. L Moody, it i, lib­
WJSe true to assert that Bible Institutes owe 
their development to Dr. Torrey. Throwing 
himself heartily into the work which Mr. 
.Moody commenced in Chicago, Dr. Torrey 
came to regard the function of a Bible lmti­
t'!te as a'!- avenue of preparation foe IC>UJ-win­
.Dlllg service either at home or abroad. Eaential 
subjects only, therefore, were handled. 
~e _curriculum. of the Chicago Imtitute, 
which 1s largely the basis of Bible Imtituta 
the land over, was conceived chidly by Dr. 
Torrey. And some of the ablest Bible teachers 
aro~d ~e world owe their inspiration to the
studi 
es ~his renowned teacher made poaihle. 
_Happily, much of Dr. Torrey", work is in 
f.~t, ~ any , Chriatian worker having a 
lat~! Library' is well equipped. To aaaimi-
e IllS masterly works .L_:._::-_ghl • ha
ample mace • 1 £ ~ y u to ve H r1a .cor many a sermon. To -•• 
<>w to Work for Christ . ••-,
successful soul . is to discover bow 
Prayerfully H~0en are made. To read 
and dynamj O '"".>' resulta in a quickened
Promote t11uf prayer.life. To ponder How lo 
stir one•s hea':r,""'1~ " S.Cc,ssf,J Rlvivlll i, to 
Lord for the ac~ ~holly dedicated to the 
deinptive Ptlrpose. P.lishment of Christ'a re--
II. THE TRACTS OF TORREY 
The 
Second Coming 
of Christ 
THE truth of the Second Coming of Christ in the past few months has 
come into a new prominence. For 
several years this great truth seems to 
have fallen into the background. About 
two years ago I was asked to write a 
book on the Second Coming of Christ. 
I had Jong wished to write a. b~k on 
that subject, but I wondered if tt was 
timely, so little was being said about the 
Second Coming of Our Lord, but I 
decided to write the book. There was 
considerable delay- in publishing it, but 
about a year ago_ 1t was given to ~e pub­
lic. *Almost sHI1ultaneously with the 
appearing of that book many other books 
on the same subject began to appear on 
both sides of the Atlantic. Then there 
came a great series of Prophetic Con­
ferences, extending from Chicago to the 
Coast, until it may be said that the truth 
3 
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of our Lord's coming again has become 
the most prominent truth in the thoupt 
of the Church in the past few months. 
To many the doctrine of our Lord's 
~etum. appears like a visionary and 
ampractical doctrine. If any of you think 
S!), I will not blame you ; for I recall the 
~1me when it seemed so to me. Early 
•~ my first pastorate, the first Premillen­
ni_al Conference was held in New York 
City. It so happened that the chorister 
of my church was also the editor of a 
i
~ecular paJ?Cr and he became greatly 
interested m the reports in the New
ork papers of the Premillennial Con­
. erence. He came to me and asked me 
if I. would not preach on the Second 
~omiig of Christ. I put him off, but 
oug t to myself' "You will be a great 
~eal older than you are now before you 
~r me preaching on so impractical and 
~}51°nary a subject as that." At the close 
f { first pastorate I went to Germany 
si~d urther st!Jdy. In Erlangen I pur-
. !llY studies under the immediated1recbon of the t .
theologic r grea est thinker along I 
at that ti~ Ines ;here was in Germany 
time recto:•of rth rUH: R ~rank, at that 
gen. He a e ruvers1ty of Erlan­
own Jibr g ve me !he free run of his 
Among ~1J;.e:niootrec:d my studies. 
mended me to s at he recom­
"'Doematik " Thiead was Martenseo's 
· . s great Danish theolo-
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gian was a Premillennarian, and, as I 
read his book, I became convinced intel­
lectually of the truth of the Premillen­
nial Return of our Lord, but I was not 
at all interested in it. On my return from 
Germany, I took a pastorate in Minne­
apolis. In our Minneapolis ministers' 
meeting one Monday morning there was 
a debate between Rev. Dr. Sample, at 
that time pastor of the Westminster 
Church, Minneapolis, and Rev. M. D. 
Shudder, pastor of one 9f the Baptist 
churches of Minneapolis, on the subject 
of our Lord's Return. Dr. Sample, who 
afterward became pastor of a church in 
New York, maintained the premillennial 
view; Mr. Shudder, who afterwards 
became a Unitarian, maintained the post­
millennial view. Dr. Sample simply 
wiped the earth with Mr. Shudder and 
I went away from the meeting more 
fully convinced than ever of the truth of 
the Premillennial view, but still I was 
not greatly interested in it. It did not 
seem to me to matter much which view 
was correct. Some time after I went to 
Chicago to the First International Con­
vention of Christian Workers. Being 
elected President of the AssociationJ I 
came in very close contact with a Rescue 
Mission worker from New York and 
became greatly interested in him and his 
mission. Returning to Minneapolis, we 
took this worker back with us for a visit. 
5 
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Upon his return to New York he wrote 
me a letter and enclosed a tract on the 
Second Coming of Christ. This tract 
made the imminent return of our Lord 
a very vivid and practical reality in my 
life. Now I not only got hold of the 
truth of our Lord's Return, but that 
truth got hold of me, and it transformed 
my life and ministry. 
There have been four great epochs in 
my Christian experience: 
F!rst, When I was led to accept Jesus 
Chnst as my personal Saviour and to 
surrender my life to Him as my Lord 
and Master and in consequence of that 
su_ri:ender decided to enter the Christian 
m1mstry. The second was when I was 
led to see that beyond a question the 
entire. Bible, from the first chapter of 
Genesis to the last verse of the last chap­
ter of Revelation, was the inerrant Word 
of God, and, in consequence of seeing 
that, was led to resolve to take my stand 
upon every promise I found in the Bible
that properly applied to me and to obey 
Uery command!11ent that applied to me. 
•• P to that time, I had held very
_advanced" views regarding the inspira­
tion o~ the Bible and its inerrancy and 
th:,;: onty. 1 was a "new theologian" ef 
e new theologians, when new theology 
~as not as popular nor as common as it 
!~J~ayd"I ~ay I had entertained very 
ce vtews ; to be more accurate, 
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I had entertained very loose and unwar­
ranted views, but now I knew for a cer­
tainty that the entire Bible was the very 
Word of God. The third great epoch in 
my life was when I was led to see, from 
a study of the Word of God, that there 
was a definite baptism with the Holy 
Spirit for every child of God in this dis­
pensation as well as in the days of the 
Apostles, and when I was led to seek and 
claim and obtain this baptism for myself. 
The fourth great epoch was when I was 
led, not merely to believe theoretically in 
the Premillennial Return of our Lord, 
but when that great truth got possession 
of me. The world and its ambitions lost 
their power. What did I care whether I 
was rich or poor, whether I had good 
report or evil report from the world, 
whether I had plenty or whether I had 
hardship in this present age, the Lord 
Himself was soon coming and might 
come any time and all I cared for was 
to be well-pleasing in His sight when 
He should appear. 
That every Christian should be inter­
ested in the doctrine of our Lord's return 
is evident from the fact that it is so fre­
quently referred to in the Word of God ; 
the Second Coming of Christ is men­
tioned 318 times in the 260 chapters of 
the New Testament and is said to occupy 
one in every 25 verses from Matthew to 
Revelation, i. e., it is mentioned far more 
7 
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frequently than there are chapters in the 
New Testament. Ought not then this 
great truth to occupy a more prominent 
position in our thought than it does in 
the thought of the average believer or 
average preacher of the Gospel? Further 
than this, by far the greater number of 
the definite predictions concerning Christ 
in the Old Testament are connected with 
His Second Coming. We sometimes 
wonder how it is that the Jews of our 
Lord's time did not see the truth so 
c!early revealed in some of the prophe­
cies of the Old Testament ( for example 
Isa. 53) that He was to come as a suffer~ 
i1:,1g Mes_si3:h, as an atoning sacrifice for 
~m. It 1s mdeed surprising as this truth 
is so clearly revealed in the Old Testa­
men_t;. but it is far more surprising that 
Chns!tans o_f today do not see the truth 
of Hts coming again to reign as King; 
for !here :ire far more predictions con­
cern~n~ this in the Bible than there are 
predictions concerning His Coming to 
~uffer as an atoning sacrifice for sin. The 
. act of the coming again of Jesus Christ this e great Bible argument for a life of 
'!atc~fulness, fidelity wisdom activity
s1mph ·ty If ! ' ' 
• • ct • se -restraint, energetic soul 
nfe 
WI(nrung, prayer and abiding in Christ 
1e. o'f;n Matt. 24 :44-46; Luke 21 :34-36;
trut~:~; Matt. 25 entire chapter). 
truth withO 0h?rhLord's return is the one 
w ic we are urged to com-
e 
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fort sorrowing saints (1 Thess. 4:16-18, 
cf. Isa. 40:1, 9, 10). 
What we have to say to-night on the 
Return of our Lord will come under two 
heads, First, The Fact of His Coming 
Again; Second, The Manner of His 
Coming Again. 
L The Fact of Hia Coming Again. 
In John 14 our Lord Himself says, 
"And if I go and prepare a place for 
you, I will come again and receive you 
unto myself; that where I am, there ye 
may be also." In Heb. 9:28, R. V., we 
read, "So Christ also, having been once 
offered to bear the sins of many, shall 
appear the second time, apart from sin, 
to them that wait for Him, unto salva­
tion." In Philippians 3 :20, 21, R. V., 
Paul says, "For our citizenship is in 
heaven; from whence also we wait for 
a Saviour, the Lord Jesus Christ: who 
shall fashion anew the body of our 
humiliation, that it may be conformed to 
the body of His glory, according to the 
working whereby He is able even to sub­
ject all things unto Himself." In 1 
Thessalonians 4 :16, 17, R. V., Paul says 
again, "For the L01'd Himself shall 
descefld from heaven, with a shout, with 
the voice of the archangel, and with the 
trump of God: and the dead in Christ 
shall rise first: then we that are alive 
9 
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that are left, shall together with •. them 
be caught up in the clouds, to meet the 
Lord in the air: and so shall we ever be 
with the Lord." In Acts 1 :11, we read 
that the two heavenly messengers who 
stood by the disciples as they saw the 
Lord ascending to the Father said, "This 
Jesus, who was received up from you 
mto heaven, shall so come in like manner 
as ye beheld Him going into heaven." 
f.tnd in Acts 3 :19, 20, R. V., we r~d, 
Repent ye therefore and tum again, 
that your sins may be blotted out, that so 
there tnay come seasons of refreshing 
from the presence of the Lord ; and that 
He may send the Christ who hath been 
appointed for you, even Jesus, whomth 
0 e heaven must receive until the times f restoration of all things, whereof God 
spa_ke by the mouth of His holv prophets 
Which have been from of old.'' If these 
t>a_ssages 
e, ~ 
of the Word of God mean any-
they certainty state in the clearest
most definite way possible that our
esus. Clirist is coming again. JdT  
of .he coming again of our Lord spoketJ 
at ~n tte.re Passages is net His coming 
thai Illa eat · In whatever sense our Lordcorn_e to. any believer at his death,
descrit~g ts certainly not the coming 
n011e of tn the_passages quoted .. Almost
versea the things mentioned m these 
At the~cur at the death of the believ~r. 
eath of the believer, our bodies 
10 
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are not changed into the likeness of f1is 
glorious body; rather they crumble tntf 
corruption and decay. At the death 0 
the individual believer, those who hhay~ 
already departed and are dead in C ns 
are not raised nor are we caught 1!P 
together with them to meet the Lord m 
the air. By no twisting that any honest 
searcher after truth will consent to can 
these passages be made to describe what 
occurs at the death of the believer. Fur­
thermore our Lord Himself draws a 
very car~ful and clear-cut distinction 
between death and His own coming. As 
Peter followed Him down the shore of 
Galilee after he had been told of the 
manner of death by which He Himself 
should glorify God, he saw John the 
beloved disciple following, and he asked 
his Lord, What shall come to John? and 
our Lord replied, "If I will that he tarry 
till I COffU, what is that to thee?" (John
20:18-22). "Tarry" evidently me~ns 
"remain alive." If the coming to which 
our Lord referred is His coming at 
death, then what our Lord J e~us" said 
put in other words would be this, If I 
will that he remain alive till he die, what 
ia that to thee?'' Of course, this would 
be nonsense and our Lord never spoke 
nonsense. He made it clear as day that 
the death of the believer was one thing ; 
that His coming was something entirely 
different and apart. 
11 
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, Neither do these passages describe the 
coming again of our Lord Jesus at Pen­
tecost, nor at the coming of the Holy 
Spirit to the individual believer. Pente­
cost was in a very real sense a cominr 
of Christ and the coming of the Holy 
Spirit to the individual believer is in a 
very real sense a coming of Christ: it is 
the work of the Holy Spirit when He 
comes to the believer to form within us 
the indwelling Christ, and so our Lord 
Jesus when He gave the promise of the 
Holy Spirit said, "I will come to yoa" 
(John 14 :18. Note context, read whole 
passage from vs. 15-23). But while the 
coming of the Holy Spirit is in a Vef'f 
real sense a coming of Christ, it is not 
the coming of Christ described in .the 
verses quoted above. The thiDf' 
described so accurately and so vividly ID 
!,hese passages do not occur at the ~
1!11 of the Holy Spirit. At the c~
of the Holy Spirit, the Lord HilnSCI 
does not descend from heaven "widf 0 
$/sot,f, with the voice of the arcl,ateg!' 
and _with the '"'"'P of God:' the dead ID 
Chnst are not raised, living believers ~
not caught up together with the deiw 
who have just been raised to meet the 
Lord in the air. At the coming of the 
H~ly Spirit we are not taken up to be 
with Christ; He comes to be with us. 
Furthermore, all these promises but oae 
were tnade after the coming of the Hol1 
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Spirit and pointed to a coming of Christ 
1till future. 
Further atill, the coming again of our 
Lord described in the passages quoted 
it not His coming again at the destruc­
tion of Jerusalem. What little I was 
taught in the theological seminary on 
this subject was to the effect that the 
destruction of Jerusalem was the Sec­
ond Caming of Christ. Now the destruc­
tion of Jerusalem was undoubtedly in a 
,ease a precursor, prophecy and type of 
the judJment at the end of this age in 
CODbt\.tioa with our Lord's return, and, 
therefore, in Matthew 24 and Mark 13 
the two eventa are described in close con­
nf' 1011 with eadl other, but God's judg­
ment on jeruaalem in A. D. 70 is mani-
fr ti not the neat referred to in the 
ca pen above, the things so min­
r I. d~ cribed in these passages did not 
ur at the destruction of 1erusalem. 
In at occasion the Lord Hunself did 
dr'-Cmd from heaven with a about, 
1th the 'fOlce of the archangel and the 
of God ; it is certain that on that 
i, th, "!ho ~ in Jesus were 
· 1~ and lmnR believers were not 
r~d and clothed upon with a 
1 . c unto the p,rioua body of our 
l rd. they were not caqht ui;, to 
he Lord in the air. Ali thmp 
re ton:d at that time. Besides 
after the datuaction 'llf Jerus-
U 
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alem, •we find John sti!l looking forward 
~ the Lord's coming (Rev. 22 :20). And 
it was long after the destruction of 
Jerusalem that John himself wrote the 
record of the Lord's words to Peter at 
Galilee concerning himself: "If I will 
that he tarry till I come, what is that to 
thee? follow thou me. Then went this 
saying. a~road among the brethren that 
~t disciple should not die ; yet Jesus 
.said n~ unto him, He shall n9t die ; but, 1
. f I will that he tarry till I come, what 
is that to thee ?" 
I_t is clearly evident then that the very~~• e~licit and definite predictions of 
. nst Himself and the Apostles regard­
mg our Lord's Return which were 
9uoted above have not yet been fulfilled 
m any historic event that has yet occur­
red .nor in any series of events. TheCOlllin • g again of our Lord Jesus so fre-
quently mentioned in the New Testa­
rent as the great hope of the Church 
es still in the future. 
D. The Manner of Hia Comiq. 
Lo~w let ~s tum to the manner of our 
s Coming Again.F' 
st 1 all, i~ needs to be said that lord• wi be different stages in our 
the ai: R~rn. He is to come first in 
Clugbt Whither His believing people are 
up to meet Him. After a period 
f th,:
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of dealing with His people i!1 the air, 
judging them and rewarding them 
according to their works, He will come 
with His believing people to the earth, 
then there will follow a long succession 
of events connected with His coming. 
Second, The Bible makes it very pla!n 
that the Coming of the Lord Jesus will 
be a personal coming. In Acts 1 :11 we 
read, "This same Jesus which is taken 
up from you into heaven shall so come 
in like manner as ye have seen Him go 
into heaven." And Paul said, "The Lord 
himself shall descend from heaven." And 
Jesus Himself said, "I will come again 
(John 14:3). The Second Coming of 
Christ then is not merely the coming of 
some great moral reformation or spirit­
ual uplift; it is the coming of Jesus Him­
self. We have a way of speaking of a 
revival of religion as the coming of 
Christ In a sense it is a coming of 
Christ, but there is to be a person~ 
return of our Lord, a coming of this 
very same Jesus in His own person. 
No~ing else will satisfy the hear~ of ~e 
believer. When I was a pastor m Mm­
neapolis, a godly minister of the Gos~l, 
a man who I believe really loved his 
Lord, for he had made sacrifices fod 
Him, wrote an essay on The SecoWn 
C . . h ommg •.t " eof Christ in which e satu. 
must not look for the personal re;r: 
of our Lord, but must learn to see 
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and be sattshed with Him as coming 
more and more in all the wonders and 
glories of this closing 19th century." In 
other words, we were not to expect the 
Lord Himself to come but should see 
the.ful!ilment of Hi.s promise of coming 
again m the electric telegraph, in the 
telephone, in the improvement of our 
stea~.railways, in the advance of social 
conditions and civilization • this accord­
ing t? thi_s minister, was' the' coming 
promised m the Bible. I have said that 
I believe this minister really loved his 
Lord, but I could never understand how 
an:r one who really loved the Lord could 
~nte these words. It is not merely social 
?mprovements that we need and long for, 
it is not even the messages and gifts of 
grace of our Lord that we long for· the 
ohne who really loves his Lord longs' for 
t e Lo d H'Ea . 1),t r •mself. Suppose when I go wif: 1 few we~ks I should say to my 
. h' am coming back again and I
wis you to be t h'Sh 
Ere 
. wa c mg for my return." 
an3 ~~rt~nly W?uld_ be watching for it 1
to. g for Jt Wlt!iout my telling her 
write h ry lday during my absence I 
my Jov:rti better kull of expressions of 
her sorne bea:[frul '!';' and then I send 
remembrance b gi t as a token of my 
watching fo! rnut aM the while she is 
cornes in and sa hie~ orne day a friend band corning k to h~r, "Is your hus-
c again ?'' "Yes, cer-
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tainly." "When is he coming back?'' 
"I do not know but I trust soon.'' "\Vhy 
do you believe he is coming back?" "0~, 
he said he would." Then suppose this 
friend should say "He did not mean he 
was coming back personally. You must 
not expect him to return personally. Is 
he not writing you frequent lette~s, and 
sending you gifts as tokens of his love 
now and then?" "Yes.'' "Well, what 
he meant was thatyou must 'see him and 
be satisfied with him as coming more 
and more' in these letters which he is 
writing you and these gifts whic~ he is 
sending you.'' What do you think my 
wife would say? I know well what s_he 
would say. Her eyes w°'1ld flash with 
indignation and she would say, "I do not 
want his letters and his gifts. I want 
himself." And the true believer wants 
the Lord Himself and it is the Lord 
Jesus Himself we are going to ~fv~. 
''The Lord Himself" shall come; this 
very Jesus" will come. The l:tte Dr. 
James H. Brooks of St. ~oUlS,. on~e 
united in marriage a beautiful girl. m 
his church to an officer in the · United 
States army. Very soon after the mar­
riage this officer was sent to a new po~t 
where he was not permitted to ~ke his 
bride with him. As he left he_r m obed­
ience to the government, he said to comd­
fort her "I will come back soon. I. o 
not kno~ how soon. These appomt-
17 
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ments are often brief. It may be for a 
day; it may be for a longer time, but not 
for a very long time." During his 
absence, he wrote her many letters tell­
ing her of his love. He sent her beauti­
ful gifts as tokens of his love. One day 
she sat in the parlor with a letter in her 
hand that she had just received from him 
and looking through the box of beautiful 
gifts he had sent her. Suddenly, she 
hea~d. a sound at the door, she heard a 
fam1h~r footstep; looking up. there he 
stood m the door; she threw down the 
letter, stumbled over the box scattered 
t~e gifts, ran to him and was 'ctasped to 
his heart. What did she care for letten 
~nd gifts, she had himself. And the day 
is not very far away when we shall have, 
not mer~ly those treasured messages 
from Christ that we find in the Bible and 
when we shall have not merely the many 
wondrous gifts of His grace, but when 
we s~all have the Lord Himself. 
Th1r?, Our Lord's coming agcriff will 
be bodily and visible. We read in Acts 
1 :11, "This same Jesus which is taken 
';P ~rom you into heaven shall so come 
?n like manner as ye have seni him go 
!nto heaven." Now our Lord went up 
bnto. heaven before their eyes visibly and 
odily' and so He will co~e again. I 
bashonce .of'! the Council examining a 
rot er m1ruster for installation. The 
man was thoroughly orthodox on all the 
18 
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fundamental doctrines. In the course of 
the examination I put to him the ques­
tion, "Do you believe in the personal 
return of our Lord?'' He replied, "No, 
I do not." Then I asked him, "What do 
you do with Acts 1 :11, "This same 
Jesus shall so come in like manner as 
ye have seen Him go into heaven'?'' He 
replied, "This simply sets forth a cer­
tainty that He will come but not that He 
will come personally and bodily." But 
the Greek words do not admit of any 
such interpretation. The words trans­
lated "So come in like manner" have 
and can have but one meaning, literally 
translated they mean "'Thus in the man­
ner which." They never describe mere 
certainty; they always and necessarily 
describe manner, they cannot mean any­
thing else, and God sent His own heav­
enly messengers to tell us that as Jesus 
was seen going up bodily and visibly that 
He would come again in the very man­
ner in which He was seen going. Again 
in Hebrews 9 :28, R. V., we read, "So 
Christ having been once offered to bear 
the sins of many, shall appear the sec­
ond time." Now the Greek word trans­
lated "shall appear"· in this passage 
means "shall be seen." The first mean­
ing given in the best Greek Lexicon of 
the New Testament to the word is "to 
see with the eyes,'' and that is what this 
passage means, that Jesus "shall be seen 
19 
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with the eyes" the second time," that He 
shall come visibly and bodily. 
We read again in Revelation 1:7, 
"Behold, He cometh with clouds; and 
eve_ry e~e shall ~ee Him; and they also 
which pierced Him : and aU kindreds of 
the earth shall wail because of Him." 
Some_ ye-!rs ago I was preaching one 
morning in the Moody Church in Chi­
cago on the Second Coming of Christ. 
One, who was not merely a disciple, but 
an_ apo~tle of Pastor RusseU and his 
Mil~enmal Dawn vagaries was in the 
audience. He came to me at the close 
of the address and said "Mr 
0 
Torrey 
you don't believe, do yo.; that the Lord 
Jesus will c~me in a way that He shall 
be ~een" with our physical eye?'' I 
rC:phed, It does not make a particle of 
~•ffer~nce what I believe, the only ques­
~on is what God says, and God says, 
.Every eye ~hall see Him'." The com­
Sg . of Chi:ist plainly predicted in the 
t•Ptu!es is an entirely different sort 
0 llcommg from that which Pastor Rus­
~874~ssures us took place in October, 
· Foui:th, In the next place Jesus Christ 
is cd"!ingMagain with great publicity. We 
rlea in atthew 24 :26 27 R. V "If
t 1erefore th ' , ·•Behold H •e>: shaU say unto you, 1forth : 'Beh~I1 8 t~e ~ilde~ess; go not hers • believ •t' e ts tn the inner cham-
, e I not. For as the lightning 
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cometh forth from the east; and is seen 
even unto the west; so shall be the com­
ing of the Son of man." Every little 
while some one appears in some obscure 
comer of the earth and sets himself 
forth as the Christ come again. Now it 
is Schweinfurth ; again it is Dora 
Beekman in Minnesota, and then it is 
Prince Michael in Detroit, Michigan; 
then it is Tead in Chicago; still again 
Mary Baker Glover Patterson Eddy in 
Concord ; again the Bab in Persia ; still 
again Mrs. Annie Besant's pet boy, "The 
Star of the East." But all of these "inner 
chamber" Christs and obscure comer 
Christs are a humbug long since pre­
dicted and exploded. They would have 
no power over any one if people were 
not ignorant of their Bibles. Some years 
ago a young friend of mine who was 
assisting B. Fay Mills in his work, came 
to me and asked me if it might not be 
possible that the Christ had already c_ome 
and was here and waiting to mamfest 
Himself. I knew what he meant: at that 
time B. Fay Mills was much carried 
away with Prof. Herron. ~ kn~w that 
this young man was wondering_ 1f Prof. 
Herron might not be the Christ come 
back again. I pointed him to the pas­
sage given above, which, of course, 
utterly exploded that nonsense. When 
Mr. Moody was holding his _last. meet­
ings in Detroit I assisted him m the 
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po_rk. ~e day a long-haired disciple of 
. rmce Michael, who was at that time 
tn the Jackson State's Prison for a statu­
tory _offense~ ca~e to Mr. Mood to 
MxplM to him his opinions and t! get 
tu r. ~dy to accept them. Mr. Mood 
cr~k~ h~r ove_r to m~. as he usually di~ 
. . various kinds I took thisd1sc1p1e of p · M" · 
and let h · rmce ichaeJ to my room 
I said to ~1!1 e~ound his views. Then 
Prince Mi~~• °? you r.eally think that 1again ;m H ae . is Chnst come back 
asked. h2~ · e said that he did. Then I 24 :26, ~!at tie di~ wi~ Matthew 
forth from th s e hghtnmg cometh 
unto the west . es ea~t,11and is seen even 
~he Son of m;n i s a be the coming of 
illuminating · He gave me this very 
answer "Wh .appeared first d • • en Chnst 
tine ?" "Yes :, ,,id He not come in Pales­
th
"Yes." "A ·d .Is at not in the East?'' 
West?" "Y°es ,!s !!0 t Michigan in the 
~orning of Prin~e M.Well,. then, in the 
tng from the E ichael 1s He not com­
apostle of Pri:,:t to ~he West?'' This 
deserted Prince M· hMichael afterwards 
and wanted me t ic ael and came to me 
Work, but I f e O put h!m into Christian 
was not very art that his grasp of truthin 1 s rong f 
vo ved with Ann ', 0 ~ he was soon 
A very enthu . .o Delia Dis de Bar. 
Eddy invited ms1astic disciple of Mrs. 
bcr of times to y Yo1;1ngest sister a num-
go with her to the Cbris-
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tian Science meeting in the leading 
Christian Science church in New York. 
Finally my sister yielded to her impor­
ttmities and went. As they came home 
from the meeting this ardent Christian 
Scientist said to my sister, "How did 
you like it?" "I did not like it at all." 
"Why not?" "First of all, you had no 
sermon." "What do you mean," said 
the Christian Scientist, "by a sermon?" 
My sister replied, "An exposition of the 
Scripture." "Oh," said this woman, "we 
would not have that, that would be 
human and we have nothing human in 
our gatherings." "But," my sister 
replied, "they read Mrs. Eddy's 'Science 
and Health' for half an hour." "Oh, 
yes, but that is not human, that is the 
second coming of Christ." If she had 
said it was a coming of the anti-chri~t 
there would have been more reason m 
it All of these inner chamber Christs 
and obscure corner Christs are, as we 
have said, a long since predicted and 
exploded humbug. One does not ne~d 
to go to hear them or see them. Otnst 
Himself has told us all about them and 
exposed them centuries before they 
appeared. Pastor Russell's Otri~t who 
came in October, 1874, belongs with the 
rest; certainly His coming was n?t the 
coming described by our Lord Himself 
in Matthew 24 :26, 27; on the contra!}', 
it was a kind of coming against which 
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our Lord Himself warned us. You may 
be able to see Pastor Russell's moving 
picture shows for nothing but none the 
less you are being humbugged if you go. 
Fifth, When the Lord Jesus comes 
again, He is "coming on the clOtlds of 
heaven with power and great glory." In 
Matthew 24 :30 He says, "They shall 
see the Son of man coming on the clouds 
of heaven with power and great glory." 
Some 1;me may ask, "What does it mean 
by saying, He is coming on the clouds? 
If you will look up with your concord­
anc_e all the passages in the Bible in 
which any one is said to come with 
clouds, you will find that there is but one 
~rson who came in the clouds or on 
( e c~uds, and that person was jehovah 91r~. ~- }~:}4 :5; Ps. 91 :1, 2; Matt. 
Lo~tl' t s. : ; Isa. 
d O
19 :1). For our
cl say that He was coming in the 
th~~ !hw~5i.;s much as for Him to say 
ing as J:h e came again. He was com­
our Lo d ov~h. Before His incarnation 
(Phil 2-6 existed_ in the form of God 
1enly ~o~td\!~a:d H~o say, as the He~v­
in a visible f e 1m they beheld Him 
that it told onn of such infinite glory
When H at once that He was God. 
as a mane came to !his earth, He came 
and laid '. wrapped 
a-
m swaddling clothes 
th m a manger Th did htey pleased "th : ey w a 1 
and rejected Him; they despised
•m ; they spat upon Him, 
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they slapped Him in the face, they 
scourged Him, they nailed Him to the 
cross of Calvary, they killed Him, but 
when He comes again, He will come as 
Jehovah, when every knee must bow 
and every tongue confess that Jesus 
Christ is Lord (Jehovah) to the glory 
of God the Father (Phil. 2:9-11). 1:he 
glory of His coming is beyond descrip­
tion. No earthly pageant that this world 
ever saw can, for a moment, be com­
pared with it. Some years ago, I was 
speaking in the auditorium at Northfield 
on the Second Coming of Christ. It 
was a hot, sultry day. As I spoke the 
clouds gathered and it became very dark, 
black clouds gathered right above the 
auditorium. I had just read ~atthew 
24 :30 and said "The Son of man 1s com­
ing in the clouds of heaven with power 
and great glory.' The word "glory" had 
scarcely fallen from my lips when there 
was a sudden flash and an awful crash, 
the whole auditorium was a blaze . of 
light-the lightning had struck the budd­
ing where we were gathered I S(!me 
sprang to their feet and screamed. ! su~­
ply said "This is nothing to what it will 
be when' the Lord really comes.'' I looked 
down in front of me and Mr. M<>?Clfs 
eldest sister, Mrs. Walker, was s1ttmg 
there. Her face was a study. It was 
radiant with joy and peace unspeakable. 
After the lecture I went down to speak 
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to her, "Oh," she said as she took my 
hand, "Mr. Torrey, it was the gladdest 
moment of my life. I thought the Lord 
had really come." Suppose He should 
come at this moment, suppose right now 
there should be the shout and we should 
hear the voice of the archangel and the 
trump of God and the Lord Himself 
should descend with power and great 
glory, would it be the gladdest moment 
of your life? 
S_ixth, When our Lord Jesus comes 
agam, He is coming in the glory of His 
Father with the holy angels. In Matt­
!tew ,~6 :27, R. V., He is recorded as say­
ing, For the Son of man shall come in 
the glory of the Father with His angels; 
and then shall He reward every man 
accordi!lg to His deeds." All heaven will 
empty itself to follow in His train when 
He comes again. How many angels there 
:ay. be I do not know, myriads and 
ynads of them. Men of our day have 
a way of thinking that the human race 
thar~ e only persons there are in the 
~iverse ; h~w stupid and unreasonable, 
~ say nothing about how unscriptural 
tht e ought. Are we to believe that all 
~es~ countless worlds of light that dot 
S e eavens ?Y night are not inhabited? 
0
~ one will say, "Astronomy teaches 
that; hiliab-~t h dmany of them could not befor bth~y have no atmosphere 
uman eing could breathe." Yes, 
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but are there no beings but human 
beings? Are there no. ~eings that can 
live under other conditions than those 
under which we can live? This ea!111 
that man inhabits is a very small portion 
of the universe. It is so small a speck 
in space that compared with one of the 
heavenly bodies and that by no means 
the largest, the ;un, that if th~ sut? were 
hollow and a hole were bored mto it, Y;0 u 
could pour into it 1,200,000 earths hke 
ours and still there would be room f?r 
them to rattle around, and there are mil­
lions of these worlds; If every member 
of the human race were lost, the number 
of holy and blessed beings would 
thimmeasurably surpass the number of e 
lost. And not only may some .of t~ese 
wondrous worlds of light be mhabit~1 
by countless angelic beings but the a~~a 
Spaces themselves are inhabited by sp1ryts 
"pnn-good and evil demons and ange 1 s, . 
' Id 1 " and mcipalities, powers, wor _ru eKi shall 
the train of our retummg n~ 
come these wonderful angels 0.f hght. 
Seventh, When Jesus Chn~t c~mes 
in He will come as a thief, i. e.aga 
' . · une:x-unannounced, without wammg,_ 16. 
pectedly suddenly. In Revelation · 
15, the Lord Jesus says, "Behold, ~ch~e 
as a thief. Blessed 1s he that wa lk 
and keepeth his garm~nts lest ee i: 1 
naked, and they see his shame. Paul 
Thessalonians 5 :2, 3, the ApoStle 
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tells us, "Yourselves know perfectly that 
the day of the Lord so cometh as a thief 
in the night." There will be no previous 
announcement of the coming of our 
L<?rd. The world will not be expecting 
Ht°!; He Himself says in Matthew 24: 
44, Therefore be ye also ready : for in 
an hour that ye think not the Son of 
man cometh." He will take every one 
unaware~. Me_n will not be standing out 
thon_ e hilltops m white robes waiting for!fim. The world will be taken up with 
~fs usual occupations. Our Lord says, 
As we~e the days of Noah, so shall be 
!!e coming of the Son of man. For as
th0se days which were before the 
flood, . they were eating and drinki.ur
marryi·ng a d · · . ••:,,th d n giving in marriage unto 
and thy t~ Noah entered into the ark 
eyk ew not until the flood came
an d too them all a
coming of th S way, so shall be the 
37-39 ?· Ev e ~n of man" (Matt. 24: usual eryt~mg will be going on as 
. , women wtll be i th b 
mg dress cloth f d n e stores uy-
ner of fine . or !esses_ and all man-
stores buyJg ~ey will be m the jewelry 
rubies and e tamonds and pearls and 
be in full bl ~eralds ; the theatres will 
seekers afte:s , 1 crowded with the eager 
going up and dp easure; throngs will be 
halls will be own the streets; the dance 
crowded• · .be tangoin . . • society people wtll 
ing b g, maxi_xmg. hesitating waltz­
, ttnny-hugging, grizzly bearing, 
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Texas Tomrnying; there will be wild 
hilarity with no thought of judgment 
near at hand. Wedding parties will be 
in full swing, when suddenly without a 
moment's warning there will be the shout, 
the voice of the archangel will ring out, 
the trump of God will reverberate, the 
sleeping saints will be raised, and true 
believers will be caught up together with 
them to meet the Lord in the air, and the 
worldlings and worldly professors of 
religion will be left behind to meet the 
tribulation and the judgment. 
ID. The Results of His Coming Again. 
We have no time left to speak of the 
results of our Lord's Return; they will 
be glorious ; they can be summed up 
under seven heads : 
1. The results of His coming as 
regards God. 
2. The results of His coming as 
regards the Church. 
3. The results of His coming as 
regards Israel. 
4. The results of His coming as 
regards the nations and unregenerate 
individuals. 
5. The results of His coming as 
regards the human society as a w~ole. 
6. The results of His comu;ig as 
regards the Antichrist and the Devil. 
7. The results of His coming as 
regards the physical universe. 
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To sum it all up, every lofties~ dream 
of social philosopher and enthus1as~ for 
humanity will be more than realize~: 
there will be a new and glorious man, m• 
a new and glorious body, in a new _and 
glorious society in a new and glon~s 
universe. The coming again of Chnst 
will realize more for this world in a day 
than aH the peace conferences and peace 
palaces at the Hague could realize in 
10,000 years and well may we cry, 
"Amen, come Lord Jesus." 
Jesus is coming again I How those 
words ought to thrill our hearts I How 
they do thrill our hearts I Jesus is com­
ing again. It may be in a year; it may 
be in a month : it may be in a day; it 
may be tonight I Would you be glad if 
right now we should hear the shout and 
the voice of the archaniel and the trump 
of God and all true believers should this 
moment begin to rise and pass right up 
to. meet our Lord Jesus to be forever 
Wtth Him? 
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'Ghe Deity 
of Jesus 
Obrist 
By R. A. TORREY 
jO Trflits and Tr111:ts of Tarrry 
The Deity of Jesus Christ 
"Now while the Pharisees were gathered 
~ogether, Jesus asked them a question, say­
ing, What think ye of Christ? whose sou 
is He?"-Matt. 22 :41, 42. 
The question that ourh Lord Jesus 
ere puts to the Pharisees is the 
~os~ . fundamental question concern· 
t hr1stiboan th?ught and faith that can be : 
0 any dy m an J
self is th Y age. esus Christ Him-
e center of Christianity so •'-­
most funda • 1 w,:those th t menta questions of faith arc 
a a concern the person of Christ. If 
man really holds t . hing the O rig t views conccm-
sooner 0 :e~::::. of J ~sus Christ he will 
other question. ftth right views on every 
concerning th e holds a wrong view 
Christ, he is e P:rson of our Lord Jesus 
everv+h" I pre ty sure to go wrong on 
·J• mg e se soo 
ye of Christ? T ner ~r 1ater. What think 
Question that . hhat is the great centralistevitl .a question.' And h 
t e most fund
cerning the amental question con-
. person of Chr· t . . JChr1st really G d 1 N 1s 1s, 1s csus 
but is He ac~aliy ~;?erely is He Divine, 
boy, to say you her . When I was a 
•eved 10 the Divinity of 
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Oirist, meant that you believed in the real 
Deity of Christ, that you believed that 
Jesus was actually a Divine person, that 
He was God. It no longer means that. The 
Devil is wise, shrewd, subtle, and he knows 
that the most effectual way to instill error 
into the minds of the inexpert and unwary 
ia to use old and precious words and put 
a new meaning into them. So when his 
messengers masquerading as "ministers of 
righteousness" seek to lead, if possible, the 
elect astray, they use the old precious words 
but with an entirely new and entirely dif­
ferent and entirely false meaning. They 
talk about the Divinity of Christ, but they 
do not mean at all what intelligent Chris­
tians in former days meant by it. Just so 
they talk of the atonement, but they do not 
mean at all by the atonement the substitu­
tionary death of Jesus Christ in our place, 
by which eternal life is secured for us. And 
oftentimes when they talk about Christ they 
do not mean at all our Lord and Saviour 
Jesus Christ, the actual historic Jesus of 
the four gospels, they mean an ideal Christ, 
or a Christ principle. So our subject this 
morning is not the Divinity of Christ, but 
the Deity of Christ, and our question is ~ot 
ia Jesus Christ Divine, but is Jesus Christ 
God? Was that person who was born at 
Bethlehem nineteen hundred and twenty­
one years ago, and who lived thirty-three 
or thirty-four years here upon earth as 
recorded in the four gospels of Matthew, 
Mark, Luke and John, who was crucifie4 on 
.. 
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Calvary's cross, who rose from the dead 
the third day, and was exalted from earth 
to heaven, to the right hand of the Father, 
was He God manifested in the flesh, was 
He God embodied in a human being? Wu 
He and is He a being worthy of our abso­
!ute_ faith, and supreme love, and our unhcs­
itatmg obedience, and our whole-hearted 
worship, just as God the Father is worthy 
of our absolute faith and supreme love 
and unhesitating obedience and our whole­
hearted worship? Should all men honor 
Jesus Christ even as they honor God the 
thFa er (John S :23)? Not merely is He an 
example that we can wisely follow, or a 
Master whom we can wisely serve, but is 
He a God Whom we can rightly worship? 
I presume that most of us do believe that 
:: was ?od manifested in the flesh, and 
of !hH~ ~ God today at the right hand 
A e a er, but why do you believe so? 
thre !0 U so inte11igent in your faith and 
ere~ore so we11 d • 
that no lib lk groun ed in your faith 
· g ta er or reasoner no Unitar­ian or Russe11ite or Ch . . ,
Theosoph· t ristian Scientist or 
you and is • or other errorist can confuse 
It is . upset you and lead you astray?
important that b 
in our faith at th. we _e thoroughly sound 
well-informed, h is point, and thoroughly 
ignorance or w erever else we may be in 
told in John ;~~~? for ;:e are distinctly 
ten, that ye m . belt.hat These are writ­
Cbrist, the So 7ayf G ieve that Jesus is the Ye may have 1 ° . oHd! and that believi"!I,1 10 e is name." It is evi• 
s 
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dent from these words of the inspired 
Apostle John that this question is not 
merely a matter of theoretical opinion, that 
it is a matter that concerns our salvation. 
It is to confirm and instruct you in your 
blessed faith, your saving faith in Jesus 
Christ as a Divine person, that I speak this 
morning. When I studied the subject of 
the Divinity of Christ in the theological 
seminary I got the impression that there 
were a few texts in the Bible that con­
clusively proved that He was Divine. Years 
later I found that there were not merely a 
few proof texts that proved this, but that 
the Bible in many ways and in countless 
passages clearly taught that Jesus Christ 
was God manifest in the flesh. Indeed I 
found that the Doctrine of the Deity of 
Jesus Christ formed the very warp and 
woof of the Bible. 
The first line of proof of the absolute 
Deity of our Lord Jesus is that many names 
and titles clearly implying Deity a,-e used 
of Jesus Christ in the Bible, some of them 
over- and over again, the total numbe,- of 
Passages f"eaching far into the hundreds. 
Of course, this morning I can only give 
you a few illustrations. Tum with me 
first of all to Rev. 1 :17, "AND WHEN I 
SAW HIM, I FELL AT HIS FEET AS 
ONE DEAD. AND HE LAID HIS 
RIGHT HAND UPON ME SAYING, 
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FEAR NOT; I AM THE FIRST AND 
THE LAST.'' The text shows clearly that 
our Lord Jesus was the speaker, and here 
our Lord Jesus distinctly catts Himself 
.,the First and the Last." Now this beyond 
a question is a Divine name, for in Isa. 
44 :6 we read, "THUS SAYETH JEHO­
VAH, THE KING OF ISRAEL, AND 
HIS REDEEMER, JEHOVAH OF 
HOSTS: I AM THE FIRST, AND I AM 
THE LAST; AND BESIDES ME 
THERE IS NO GOD." In Rev. 22 :12, 13, 
our Lord Jesus says that He is the Alpha 
and Omega. His words are, "BEHOLD, 
I COME QUICKLY ; AND MY RE­
W ARD IS WITH ME, TO RENDER 
TO EACH MAN ACCORDING AS HIS 
WORK IS. I AM ALPHA AND OMEGA, 
THE FIRST AND THE LAST 
1 
THE 
B~GINNING AND THE END." Now in 
t~1s same book in the first chapter and the 
eight!1 verse the Lord God dectarea that 
He is the flpha and the Omega. His 
0rd
"' s are, 'I AM THE ALPHA. AND 
THE OMEGA, SAITH THE LORD 
GOD, WHICH IS AND WHICH WAS 
AND WHICH IS TO COME, THE AL­
~~HTY." In 1 Cor. 2 :8, the Apostle 
.. speaks of oar crucified Lord Jesus 
as the Lord of l " 
are, "WHICH gory. His exact words 
OF THIS WONONE OF THE PRINCES 
THEY RLD KNEW : FOR HAD 
NOT KNOWN IT, THEY WOULD 
OF G'f!o~~E_ C!_~?FIED THE LORD 
• &IJCl'C can be DO qaeetlon 
, 
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that "the Lord of glory" is Jehovah God, 
for we read in Ps. 24:8-10, "WHO IS 
THIS KING OF GLORY? JEHOVAH 
STRONG AND MIGHTY, JEHOVAH 
MIGHTY IN BATTLE. LIFT UP YOUR 
HEADS, 0 YE GATES; YEA LIFT 
THEM UP, YE EVERLASTING 
DOORS, AND THE KING OF GLORY 
WILL COME IN. WHO IS THE KING 
OF GLORY? JEHOVAH OF HOSTS, 
HE IS THE KING OF GLORY." And 
we are told in the passage already referred 
t.o that our crucified Lord Jesus was the 
King of Glory, therefore He must be 
Jehovah. In John 20 :28 Thomas addressed 
the Lord Jesus as his Lord and his God, 
"AND THOMAS ANSWERED AND 
SAID UNTO HIM, MY LORD AND MY 
GOD." Unitarians have endeavored to get 
around the force of this utterance of 
Thomas's by saying that Thomas was 
excited and that he was not addressing the 
Lord Jesus, but was saying "my Lord and 
my God'' as an ejaculation of astonishment, 
just in the way that profane people some­
times ase these exclamations today, but 
this interpretation is impossible, and shows 
t.o what desperate straits the Unitarians are 
driven : for Jesus Himself co~mended 
Thomas for seeing it and saying it. Our 
Lord Jesus' . words immediately following 
those of Thomas are, "BECAUSE THOU 
HAST SEEN ME, THOU HAST BE­
LIEVED: BLESSED ARE THEY THAT 
HAVE NOT SEEN, AND YET HAVE 
• 
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BELIEVED" (John 20:29). In the cor­
rect translation of Titus 2 :13, the tnnt­
lation given in the English revision, not 
in the American Standard Revision, our 
Lord Jesus is spoken of as, "ow greal 
God and Saviour Jesus Christ." In Rom. 
9 :5, Paul tells us that "CHRIST IS OVER 
ALL, GOD BLESSED FOREVER." The 
Unitarians have made desperate efforts to 
overcome the force of these words, but 
t?e only fair translation and interpreta­
tion of the words that Paul wrote in Greek 
are the translation and interpretation found 
in both our Authorized and Revised Ver­
sions. There can be no honest doubt to one 
who goes to the Bible to · find out what it 
actually teaches, and not to read his own 
th0?ght into it, that Jesus is spoken of by 
v_ario?s names and titles that beyond a ques­
tion imply Deity and that H . 
. , emsomany
words ts called God In Heb 1 8 ·t . 'd .
' • : I 19 sat ID 
so many words, of the Son, "BUT UNTO 
THE SON HE SAITH, THY THRONE, 
O GOD, IS FOR EVER AND EVER· A 
SCEPTRE OF RIGHTEOUSNESS , IS 
THE SCEPTRE OF THY KINGDOM." ~ we should go no further it is evidently 
the ~~:r and often repeated teaching of 
I the e at Jesus Christ was really God. 
. 
II. DiTine Attributea. 
But the~e is a second line of proof that 
J esus Christ was G dYUi • 0 , a proof equally con-
cmg, and that is, all tlu /iv, distittetiw" 
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DmM tJtlrib#lt.r art ascnotd lo lenu 
Clwvt, and "all the fulness of lht Gotl­
/watl' i.r ad to dwell in Him. There arc 
five distinctively Divine attributes, that is 
five attributes that God , alone possesses. 
These are Omnipotence, Omniscience, 
Omnipresence, Eternity, and Immutability. 
Each one of these distinctively Divine 
attributes arc ascribed to Jesus Christ. First 
of all, omnipotence is ascribed to J csus 
Christ. Not only are we taught that J csus 
had power over diseases and death and 
winds and sea and demons, that they were 
all subject to His word, and that He is 
far above all principality, and power, and 
might, and dominion, and every name that 
is named, not only in this world but also 
in the world to come (Eph. 1 :20-23), but 
in Heb. 1 :3 it is said in so many words 
that He "UPHOLDS ALL THINGS BY 
THE WORD OF HIS POWER." Omnis­
cience is also ascribed to Him. We arc 
taught in the Bible that Jesus knew men's 
lives, even their secret history (John 4 : 16, 
19), that He knew the secret thou~hts of 
men, knew all men, knew what was m man 
(Mark 2:8; Luke 5:22; John 2:24, ~), 
which knowledge we are distinctly told 1n 
2 Chron. 6:30 and Jer. 17:9, 10, God only 
Possesses but we are told in so many
' "allwords in John 16:30 that Jesus knew 
thingi" and in Col. 2 :3 we are told ~at 
in Him ""are hid all the treasures of wis­
dom and knowledge." Omnipresence is 
also ascribed to Him. We are told in 
IO 
Matt. 18 :20 that where two or three are 
gathered together in His name that H .
• th • • e IS 
m e midst of them, and in Matt. :20 28 
that wherever His obedient disciples should 
go He would be with them, even unto the 
end of the age, and in John 14:20 and 2 
Cor. 13 :S we are told that He d I'- .
each be]" • We ,a JDiever, m all the miJJions of believers 
scattered over the earth. In Eph 1 ·23 
are t Id · · • we 
. o m so many words that He "/illet'lt 
~m: 
all •n all." Eternity is also ascribed to Him. 
~e are told in John 1 :1 that "in the begin
was the Word, and the Word was with 
o • and the Word was God" I J 
8 :57 Jesus Himself said "VERILYnVEohnR 
ILY, I SAY U ' ' -
ABRAHAM WA NTO YOU, BEFORE 
Lord Jesus d"d S, I AM." Note that the 
I not merely say that "beforeAb raamwas/h ,.
Abraham ,.,,,, 0 I ~• but that "before 
.. ...., AM, thus declar" H" 
seIf to be the eternal "I mg un­
Old Testament h AM." Even in the 
eternity of the ~ • ave a declaration of the 
in Bethlehem. In ~~cahstwho was to be born 
2 THOU, BET 1 S : we read, "BUT 
THOUGH THHLEHEM, EPHRATAH, 
THE THous~:r¥n~E LITTLE AMONG 
OUT OF TH OF JUDAH, YET 
FORTH UNTit SHALL HE COME 
RULER IN IS E TH.AT IS TO BE 
FORTH HAVE~EL; WHOSE GOINGS 
FROM E'PERLAs~~: FROM OF OLD, 
9 :6 we are told f G... And in Isa. 
born, ''FOR u; th e child that is to be
BORN, l.JNTo u~oAus A CHILD IS 
· · SON IS GIV!.N; 
D 
AND THE GOVERNMENT SHALL BE 
UPON HIS SHOULDER; AND HIS 
NAME SHALL BE CALLED WONDER­
FUL, COUNSELLOR. THE MIGHTY 
GOD, THE EVERLASTING FATHER. 
THE PRINCE OF PEACE." And in 
Heb. 13 :8 we are told that "JESUS 
CHRIST IS THE SAME YESTERDAY, 
AND TODAY, AND FOR EVER." His 
immutability is also taught in the passage 
just quoted from Hebrews, and in the first 
chapter of the same book, the twelfth verse 
we are told that while even the heavens 
change. the Lord Jesus does not change. 
The exact words are, "THEY SHALL 
PERISH, BUT THOU REMAINEST: 
THEY ALL SHALL WAX OLD AS 
DOTH A GARMENT; AND AS A 
MANTLE SHALT THOU ROLL THEM 
UP, AS A GARMENT, AND THEY 
SHALL BE CHANGED: BUT THOU 
ART THB S.1UlB, AND THY YEARS 
SHALL NOT FAIL" So we see that 
each one of the five distinctively Divine 
attn1>utes were ascribed to our Lord J esua 
Christ. And in Cot. 2 :9 we are told in so 
many words, "IN HIM DWELLETH ALL 
THE FULNESS OF THE GODHEAD 
BODILY (I.E. IN A BODILY FORM)." 
Here again we might rest our case, for 
what baa been said under this head, even 
if taken alone, dearly proves the absolute 
Deity of our Lord Jesus Christ. It show• 
that He po11eeeed every · perfedioa of 
u 
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nature and character that God the Father 
pqssesses. 
Ill. Divine Officea. 
But we do not need to rest the case 
here. There is a third unanswerable line 
of proof that Jesus Christ is God, namely, 
all the distinctively Divine offices are Prtr. 
cated of Jesus Christ. There are seven dis­
tinctively Divine offices. That is to say, 
there are seven things that God alone can 
do, and each one of these seven distinc­
tive!y Divine offices is ascribed to Je1111 
Christ. The seven distinctively Divine 
o~ces are: Creation, Preservation. For­
giveness of Sin, the Raising of the Dead 
the Transformation of Bodies, Judgmen~ 
and the Bestowal of Eternal Life and each 
of_ the~e is ascribed to Jesus Ch;ist. Crc­
:1on is ascribed to Him. In Heb, I :10 
T:;e words are spoken to our Lord: "AND 
HA~U, LORD, IN THE BEGINNING 
!~T LAID THE FOUNDATION OF:ARTH; AND THE HEAVENS 
Th HE WORKS OF THY HANDS." 
e context clearly 
1 :3 we ar t O Id thWERE MlD at "ALL THINGS 
WITHOUT t~ROUGH HIM; AND 
THING MADE THWAS NOT ANY­
Preservation of th ~T WAS MADE." 
thing is al . e universe and of cvery-
b . so ascribed to H' . H b I 3 11V ere it is said . f h . im m e . : 
o t e Lord Jena; "WHO, 
L• 
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BEING THE BRIGHTNESS OF HIS 
GLORY, AND THE EXPRESS IMAGE 
OF ;HIS•(I. E. GOD'S) SUBSTANCE 
AND UPHOWING -ALL THINGS BY 
THE WORD OF HIS POWER, WHEN 
HE HAD BY HIMSELF PURGED OUR 
SINS, SAT DOWN ON THE RIGHT 
HAND OF THE MAJESTY ON HIGH." 
The forgiveness of sin is ascribed to Him. 
He Himself says in Mark 2 :5-10 when His 
power to forgive sins was questioned, 
because that was recognized as a Divine 
power, "THAT YE MAY KNOW THAT 
THE SON OF MAN HATH POWER 
ON EARTH TO FORGIVE SINS." The 
future raising of the dead is distinctly 
ascribed to Him in John 6 :39, 44, "AND 
THIS IS THE FATHER'S WILL 
WHICH HATH SENT ME, THAT OF 
ALL WHICH HE HATH GIVEN ME I 
SHOULD LOSE NOTHING, BUT 
SHOULD RAISE IT UP AT THE LAST 
DAY. NO MAN CAN COME TO ME, 
EXCEPT THE FATHER WHICH 
HATH SENT ME DRAW HIM: AND 
I WILL RAISE HIM UP AT THE 
LAST DAY." The transformation of our 
bodies is ascribed to Him in Phil. 3 :21• 
R v. In 2 Tim. 4 :1 judgment is a~~ribed 
to Him. We are told that He shall _Judge 
the quick and the dead." Jesus Himself 
declared that He would be the judge of 
all mankind, and emphasized the fact of 
the Divine character of that office. In 
John 5:22, 23 He said, "FOR NEITHER 
14 
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DOTH THE FATHER JUDGE ANY 
MAN, BUT HE HATH GIVEN ALL 
JUDGMENT UNTO THE SON, THAT 
ALL MEN MAY HONOR THE SON, 
EVEN AS THEY HONOR THE 
FATHER." The bestowal of eternal life 
is ascribed to Him time and time again. 
In John 10 :28 He Himself says, "AND I 
GIVE UNTO THEM ETERNAL UFE, 
AND THEY SHALL NEVER PERISH, 
NEITHER SHALL ANY MAN PLUCK 
THEM OUT OF MY HAND." And in 
John 17:1, 2, He says, FATHER, THE 
HOUR IS COME; GLORIFY THY SON, 
THAT THE SON MAY GLORIFY 
THEE: EVEN AS THOU GAVEST 
HIM AUTHORITY OVER ALL FLESH, 
THAT TO ALL WHOM THOU HAST 
GIVEN HIM, HE SHOULD GIVE 
ETERNAL LIFE" Hth · ere then we have 
e _seven distinctively Divine offices all 
Predicated of Jesus Christ. This alone 
would prove that He is God and we might 
rest the case he b ' p f re, ut there are still other 
roo s of His absolute Deity. 
IV. Statemeuta which iu the Old Teet&• 
IDent Are ll'iade DiatinctlJ' of 
~ovab, God, Taken in tlae New 
•lani-t to Reier to Je.ua Chri,t. 
The fourth r 
Deity of J inc of Proof of the absolute 
that O'll es~s Christ is found in the fact 
"ana over •i,s the Old r, aga,n .rtateme,sts u,]si,:,.L 
e.rtament ar, made disti,ictly of 
u 
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JehOfJ<Jh, God, Me taken in the New Te.rta­
me,d to refer to I esus Christ. We have 
not time to illustrate this at length, but will 
give but one illustration where many might 
be given. In Jer. 11 :20 the prophet says, 
"BUT, 0 LORD OF HOSTS, THAT 
JUDGEST RIGHTEOUSLY, THAT 
TRIEST THE REINS AND THE 
HEART, LET ME SEE THY VEN­
GEANCE ON THEM: FOR UNTO 
THEE HAVE I REVEALED MY 
CAUSE." Here the prophet distinctly says 
that it is Jehovah of Hosts who judgest 
and triest the reins and the heart. And 
in the 17th chapter and the tenth verse 
Jeremiah represents Jehovah Himself as 
saying the same thing in these words, "I, 
JEHOVAH, SEARCH THE MIND, I 
TRY THE HEART, EVEN TO GIVE 
EVERY MAN ACCORDING TO HIS 
WAYS, ACCORDING TO THE FRUIT 
OF HIS DOINGS." But in the New Tes­
tament in Rev. 2 :23 the Lord Jesus says, 
"I AM HE WHICH SEARCHETH THE 
REINS AND THE HEARTS: AND I 
WILL GIVE UNTO EVERY ONE OF 
YOU ACCORDING TO YOUR WORKS." 
We are distinctly told in the context that 
it is "THE SON OF GOD" who is speak­
ing here. So Jesus claims for Himself in 
the N. T. what Jehovah in the O. T. says 
is true of Himself and of Himself alone, 
and in very many other instances state­
ments which in the Old Testament are 
made distinctly of Jehovah, God, are taken 
16 
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to refer to Jesus Christ. That is to say, 
in New Testament thought and doctrine 
Jesus Christ occupies the place that Jeho­
vah occupies in Old Testament thought and 
doctrine. 
V. The Way in which the Name of Cod 
the Father and J"u• Chriat the Son 
Are Coupled Tosether. 
The fifth line of proof of the absolute 
Deity of our Lord is found in the way i11 
which the name of Jesus Christ is cot1Plttl 
th wi that of God the Father. In nt1nstr'OIIS 
Passages His name is coupled with the 
~me of God the Father in a way in which 
t 
' would be impossible to couple the name 
of any finite being with that of the Deuy.
We have tim f b 
. . e or ut a few of the many
dlustrattons that might be • A 'k 
• . given. stn -
m~ msta~ce is in the words of our LordH imself m John 14 ·23 wh d,
"JESU · ere we rea 
.. S ANSWERED AND SAID 
~NTO HIM, IF A MAN LOVE ME HE 
ILL KEEP MY WORDS . AND' MY 
~~r~ER WILL LOVE HIM. AND WE 
COME UNTO HIM AND MAKE 
OUR ABODE WITH HIM,, H 
Lord Jesus does . • ere our 
self with th F noht hesitate to couple Him-
,, 
e say "w • at er in su hc a way as to 
e, i.e., God the Fathe,, and I ·11 
come and make u ! ho w1 0John 14:1 He .dr de with him. In 
HEART BE sai ' LET NOT YOUR 
GOD BE TROUBLED: BELIEVE IN 
' LIEVE "'-LSO IN ME." If 
17 
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Jesus Christ was not God this is shocking 
blasphemy. There is absolutely no middle 
ground between admitting the Deity of 
Jesus Christ and charging Christ with the 
most daring and appalling blasphemy of 
which any man in all history was ever 
guilty. 
VJ. Divine Worabip to be Gb·- to J•us 
Chriat. 
There is a sixth line of proof of the 
absolute Deity of our Lord Jesus. Those 
already given have been decisive, each 
one of the five has been decisive, but this, 
if possible, is the most decisive of them 
all, and that is that we are taught in so 
many words that Jesus Christ should be 
worshipped as God, both by angels and 
men. In numerous places in the gospels we 
see Jesus Christ accepting without hesita­
tion a worship which good men and angels 
declined with fear, and which He Himself 
taught should be rendered only to God 
(Matt. 28 :9; Luke 24 :52; Mark 14 :33; cf. 
Acts 10 :25, 26; Rev. 22 :8, 9, R. V.; M~tt. 
4:9, 10). A curious and very i_nislefad;g 
comment is made in the margin o e 
American Standard Revision upon the 
meaning of the word translated "worship" 
in these passages, and that is that "the 
Greek word translated worship denotes an 
act of reverence, whethet' paid to a creatur'e, 
or to the Creator." Now this is true, but 
rdit is utterly misleading; for white tbis wo 
II 
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is used to denote "an act of reverence paid 
to a creature" by idolatDf"s, our Lord Jesus 
Himself distinctly says, using exactly the 
same Greek word, "THOU SHALT WOR­
SHIP THE LORD THY GOD, AND 
HIM ONLY SHALT THOU SERVE," 
and on the other hand He says in John 
5 :23 that "ALL MEN SHOULD HONOR 
THE SON EVEN AS THEY HONOR 
THE FATHER." And in Rev. 5:8, 9, 12, 
13 the four living creatures and the four 
and twenty elders are represented as fall­
ing down before the Lamb and offering 
worship to Him just as worship is offered 
to Him that sitteth upon the throne, i.e., 
God the Father. In Heb. I :6 we are told 
in so many words, "AND AGAIN, WHEN 
HE BRINGETH IN THE FIRST BE­
GOTTEN INTO THE WORLD, HE 
SAITH, AND LET ALL THE ANGELS 
~F GOD WORSHIP HIM." One night 
in the inquiry room in Chicago I stepped 
up to an intelligent looking man at the 
back of the room and said to him, "Are 
you a Christian?" He replied, "I do not 
s~ppose you would consider me a Chris­
tian." 1 said, "Why not ?" He said, "I 
am a U 'ta· " th . m nan. I said, ''What you mean 
e~ is _that you do not think that Jesus 
st C~n !~ a person that should be wor­
shipped. _He replied, '"That is exactly 
what I th10k," and added, "the Bible 
;ow?;rc says we ought to worship Him." 
...;,_ai ' "Who told you that i'" He replied, 
y pastor," mentioning a prominent Uni­
• 
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tarian minister in the City of Boston. I 
said, "Let me show you something," and 
I opened my Bible to Heb. 1 :6 and read, 
"AND AGAIN, WHEN HE BRINGETH 
IN THE FIRST BEGOTTEN INTO THE 
WORLD, HE SAITH, AND LET ALL 
THE ANGELS OF GOD WORSHIP 
HIM," and he said, "Does it say that i"' I 
handed him the Bible and said, "Read it 
for yourself," and he read it and said, "I 
did not know that was in the Bible." I 
said, "Well it is there, isn't it?" "Ycs it is 
there." Language could not make it 
plainer. The Bible clearly teaches . that 
Jesus the Son of God is to be worshipped 
as God by angels and men, even as God 
the Father is worshipped. 
-"'- f the Deity ofVU. Incidental Pro... o 
Juua Christ. 
The six lines of proof of the Deity of 
Jesus Christ which I have given you leave 
no , possibility of doubting that Jes~s 
th Christ is God, that Jesus of Na:iare is 
God manifest in a human person, that He 
is a being to be worshipped, even as God 
the Father is worshipped, but thcre ~re 
also incidental proofs of His absolute Deity 
which, if possible, are in somP. ways ~ven 
more convincing than the direct assertions 
of His Deity. 
1. Our Lord Jesus says in Matt. 11 :28, 
"COME UNTO ME, ALL YE THAT 
20 
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LABOR AND ARE HEAVY LADEN, 
AND I WILL GIVE YOU REST." Now 
any one that makes a promise like that 
must either be God, or a lunatic, or an 
impostor. No one can give rest to all 
who labor and are heavy laden who come 
to him unless he is God, and yet Jesus 
Christ offers to do it. If He offers to do it 
and fails to do it when men come to Him, 
then He is either a lunatic or an impostor. If 
He actually does it, then beyond a question 
He is God. And thousands can testify 
that He really does it. Thousands and tens 
of thousands who have labored and were 
heavy laden and crushed, and for whom 
there was no help in man, have come to 
Jesus Christ and He actt1oll:, has gwe# 
them rest. Surely then He is not merely a 
great man, He is God. 
2. Again in John 14:1 leSNs Chritl 
demands that we Pt1t the same faith in Hi,n 
!hat we P~t in God the Fathw, and prom­
ises that m such faith we will find a cure 
fo~ all trouble and anxiety of heart His 
rdwo s are, "LET NOT YOUR HEART 
BE TROUBLED; BELIEVE IN GOD, 
BELIEVE ALSO IN ME,, It . 1 th tHe d d • 1s c ear a 
e~an ~ the same absolute faith to 
~I P~t m Himself that is to be put in God 
h~:hty. Now in Jer. 17 :S, scripture with 
.w ic our Lord Jesus was perfectly famil-
';;,~;e read, "THUS SAITH JEHOVAH: 
SED IS THE MAN THAT TRUST• 
ETH IN MAN," and yet with this clear 
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curse pronounced upon a11 who trust in 
man, Jesus Christ demands that we put 
trust in Him just as we put trust in God. 
It is the strongest possible assertion of 
Deity on His part. No one but God has 
a right to make such a demand, and Jesus 
Christ, when He makes this demand, must 
either be God or an impostor, but thousands 
and tens of thousands have found that when 
they did believe in Him just as they believe 
in God, their hearts were delivered from 
trouble no matter what their bereavement 
or circumstances might be. 
3. Again, the Lord Jenu demanded 
nprtMe and absolute love for Himself. It 
is clear as day that no one but God has a 
right to demand such a love, but there can 
be no question that Jesus did demand it. 
In Matt. 10 :37 He said to His disciples, "HE 
THAT LOVETH FATHER OR 
MOTHER MORE THAN ME IS NOT 
WORTHY OF ME; AND HE THAT 
LOVETH SON OR DAUGHTER MORE 
THAN ME IS NOT WORTHY OF ME." 
And in Luke 14 :26, 33, He says, "IF ANY 
MAN COMETH UNTO ME, AND 
HATETH NOT HIS OWN FATHER, 
AND MOTHER, AND WIFE, AND 
CHILDREN, AND BRETHREN, AND 
SISTERS, YEA, AND HIS OWN LIFE 
ALSO, HE CANNOT BE MY DISOPLE 
• . • • . • SO THEREFORE WHOSO­
EVER HE BE OF YOU THAT 
·R&N0UNCETH NOT ALL THAT HE 
» 
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HATH, HE CANNOT BE MY DIS­
CIPLE." There can be no question that 
this is a demand on · Jaua' part of supreme 
and absolute love to Himself, a love that 
puts even the dearest relations of life in 
an entirely secondary place. No one but 
God has a right to make any such demand, 
but our Lord Jesus made it, and, therefore, 
He must be God. 
4. In John 10:30 the Lord Jesus claimed 
absolute equality with the Father. He said, 
"I AND THE FATHER ARE ONE." 
5. In John 14 :9 our Lord Jesus went so 
far as to say, "HE THAT HATH SEEN 
ME, HATH SEEN THE FATHER." He 
claims here to be so absolutely God that to 
see Him is to see the Father Who dwell­
eth in Him. 
6. lri John 17:3 He says, "AND THIS 
IS ETERNAL LIFE, TO KNOW THEE, 
THE ONLY TRUE GOD, AND HIM 
WHOM THOU DIDST SEND EVEN 
JE?US CHRIST." In other ,;ords, Ju 
cla,m.r that the knowledge . of Him.self ii 
as essential a Part of eternal life as knOflll­
edge of God the Father. 
CONCLUSION: There is no room left 
;o ~oubt the absolute Deity of Jesus Christ. 
t is a glorious truth Th Sa . .
whom we b r . . e vaour m 
e ieve 1s God, a Saviour for
whom noth· · · 
ang is too hard, a Saviour who 
can save froni the uttermost . and save to 
2.1 
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the uttermost. Oh, how we should rejoice 
that we have no merely human Saviour, but 
a Saviour that is absolutely God. On the 
other hand, how black is the guilt of reject­
ing such a Saviour as this I Whoever refuses 
to accept Jesus as his Divine Saviour and 
Lord is guilty of the enormous sin of 
rejecting a Saviour Who is God. Many 
a man thinks he is good because he never 
stole, or committed murder, or cheated. 
"Of what great sin am I guilty?" he com­
placently asks. Have you ever accepted 
Jesus Christ? "No." Well, then, you are 
guilty of the awful and damning sin of 
rejuting a Saviour Who is God. "But," 
you answer, "I do not believe that He is 
God." That does not change the fact nor 
lessen your guilt. Questioning a fact or 
denying a fact never changes it, regardless 
of what Mary Baker Eddy may sar to t~e 
contrary. Suppose a man - had a wife 
who was one of the noblest, purest, truest 
women that ever lived, would her husband's 
questioning her purity and nobility change 
the fact? It would not. It would simply 
make that husband guilty of awful slander, 
it would simply prove that man to be ~n 
outrageous scoundrel. So denying t~e De~ty 
of Jesus Christ does not make His Deity 
any less a fact, but it does ma~e the 
denier of His Deity guilty of awful, mcred­
ible blasphemous slander. It does prove 
you who deny His deity to be -. -. I 
leave your own conscience to finish the 
sentence. 
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How to 
Become a Christian 
N O one can be saved unless he is bom 
again by the power of God's Holy 
Spirit. "Ye must be born again" (John 3: 
3, 7), says Jesus. The necessity is absolute, 
not merely ye may be born again-though 
that !s t~e--but ye must be born again. 
Nothmg wtll take the place of the new birth. 
~aptism will not take the place of the new 
birth. Confirmation will not take the place 
of the new birth. Simon Magus (Acts 8: 
13) was baptized; but when Peter and John 
came do:wn and perceived his character, 
Peter said ~nto him, "Thou hast neither 
part i:ior l?t m this matter, for thy heart is 
not nght m t!ie sight of God. Thou art in 
!he. ~!l of bitterness and the bond of in­
iquity -a baptized, lost sinner. 
No performance of religious rites will
the place of the new birth. A great 
th Y people are depending upon the fact 
.at they say their prayers read their 
Bibles, go to church, partake ~f the sacra· 
ment, and perform other duties, but all that 
=:: 
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How to Become a Chrietian. 
will not take the place of the new birth. 
Orthodoxy of faith will not take the place 
of the new birth. A great many people are 
saying, "I believe th«: Apostles' Cree~, I h:
lieve in the Athanastan Creed, I heh.eve m 
the Nicene Creed I say the Catechism ; I 
am orthodox ; I 'hold right vi«:ws a~out 
Christ, right views about the Bible, nght 
views about the Atonement." You can be 
orthodox upon every doctrine, and be lost 
for ever. 
 
dCulture and refinement, and outwar 
correctne;s of life will not take. the pl~ce of 
the new birth. The trouble with us ts n'?t 1
merely with our outward life; the trouble £
t thin the heart, in the very deepeS dep s 0
our inward life, and merely to reform you~ 
outward life will not save you. Suppose
th 1had a rotten apple. I could take. at ap~= 
'st have him put a coating wto an arti of ' · 1 ·t till 1t was on its surface and then pamt 
the most bea~tiful looking apple youhev~ 
saw but it would be just as rotten at eb~t
• b" • t O 1 • t ould be a t e as ever and one 1te m w f Christ 
into de~y. The _trouble is that ~t;ere cul­
you are rotten m the heart, a ectability, 
ture, mere refinement, mere resp 
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How to Become a Chriatian, 
mere morality, is simply putting a coating 
of wax on the outside and painting it up. 
You must be changed, down to the deepest 
depths of your being. "Verily, verily, I say 
unto thee, Except a man be born again, he 
cannot see the Kingdom of God." 
Are you born again? Now, I think a 
good many of you will say, "No, I am not. 
Can you tell me just what I must do right 
now to be born again?" I can. You will 
find it in John 1 :12: "As many as received 
Him, to them gave He power to become the 
sons of God, even to them that believe on 
His Name." We are born again by God's 
Holy Spirit ,through His Word, the mo­
ment we receive Christ. When you take 
Christ into your heart, Christ transfonns 
you through and through, in a moment. I 
care not how worldly you are, I care not 
how sinful you are, I care not how hard you 
are-any one to-day that will throw his 
heart open and let Jesus come in to rule 
and reign, God will make that one a new 
creature in a moment. 
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How to Grow 
in Grace 
v ..► 
"But grow in grace, and in the 
knowledge of our Lord, and Sa­
viour Jesus Christ." -~ Pet. 3-18. 
R. A. TORREY, D. D. 
COP'YJIMHT tel7. •• A. TORJlff 
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HOW TO GROW IN GRACE 
"But grow in {lt'au, and in the k 0fl1l­11
edg~ ?f our Lord and Saviour /tnu 
Chnst. ~ Pet. 3 :18. 
-
N~XT to being born again, the most 
i imp~~t thing in our earthly life 
s growmg in the life into which we havebeen born A d f •be• • war 1s an unfortunate 
. mg, and usually a hideous being An 
mteUectual dwarf is h .
unf rt , owever, a more 
Th o uhnate being than a physical dwart 
ere ave been ph . 1 dintellectual . YS•ca warfs who were 
ph • giants, and there have been1d:as:: tants who were intellectual 
limitations :;?ii o!1e lforgot the physical 
e mte lectual giant.
In the days • d"Civil W imme ,ately preceding the 
ar there was a d' . . f
sentiment in G . great 1v1s1on o 
should seced eorgia as to whether Georgia 
as he was fa:i~~ nft. Col. Robt. Toombs, or 
was a man f iar Y known, Bob Toombs, 
. o commandin h "cal 
cnce and by no •g P ys1_ prea-
but Al means an mtellectaaJ dwarf 
exander Steph ' 
.becaine v· p . ens, who afterwards 
ice rCBJdent of the Southern 
·s 
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Confederacy, was a man of great physical 
limitations. He never weighed more than 
seventy-eight pounds, but he had one of 
the finest minds of any man in the United 
States. Bob Toombs was in favor of 
1eceding. Alexander Stephens, though he 
afterwards became Vice President of the 
Southern Confederacy, was opposed to 
■ ecession. These two men stumped the 
State of Georgia in joint debate. One night 
Bob Toombs was speaking, and Alexander 
Stephens sat almost sunken out of sight in 
his big overcoat. Bob Toombs looked at 
him and pointed at him in contempt, say­
ing, "There sits Alexander Stephens. I 
could eat him up." Alexander Stephens in 
his piping voice called back, "Well, if you 
did you would have more brains in your 
belly than you ever had in your head." J:Ie 
was a physical dwarf but an intellectual 
giant. 
One of the saddest sights in the world 
is a man or woman who is intellectu­
ally dwarfed. One of the most painful 
recollections of my childhood is a younii 
woman whom I knew, whose father was 
one of the brainiest men I ever knew, but 
his daughter for some reason or other 
never grew intellectually after she was 
seven years of age. She lived to be over 
fifty but was an intellectual cfwarf all her 
days, the sorrow and burden of her family . 
But sadder still than the intellectual 
• 
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dwarf is the moral and spiritual dwarf. 
!her<: have been men who were both phyt-
1cal giants and intellectual giants who were 
moral and spiritual dwarfs. We see a 
striking example of this in Germany today. 
It has been quite generally admitted that 
many of the greatest thinkers in all 
branches of science and philosophy were 
to be found among the Germans, but many 
of these German intellectual giants are the 
defenders of the most appalling atrocities 
of which the Germans have been guilty. I 
~ould rather be both a physical and intel-
ectual ~warf and a moral giant than to be 
a physical and intellectual giant and a 
moral d~arf. Many of those of very small 
~t~re mtellectually have been moral and 
~•r:~1 giants. Paul says in 1 Cor. 1:26-
tfult ~or ye see your calling, brethren, how 
ot many wise men after the flesh 
not man t: · h •called. Y mtg ty, not many noble, are thi"9 • Gotl hath chost,s the foolisls 
d ~ 0 e world to confound the wise · 
::: otl hath choSe,s the weak things of 
~ hworld to confound the things which are 
mtg ty • and bas th·thin ' . e mgs of the world, and 
gs wh1c? are despised, hath God chosen, 
yea, and th1Dgs wh' hnou h • ic are not, to bring to 
aho!1; g~~1ryngs. thh~t are : That no flesh 
ID ts presence." 
anThde church today is full of dwarfs men 
women who •twenty were converted five ten, 
years ago, and who have nev:r ad-
I 
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vanced beyond their starting point. A great 
multitude are being born again in these days 
in the Sunday meetings, and the grave 
question confronts us, will they stay just 
where they are, spiritual babes, or will they 
grow? It is. for them to say, and it is for 
us to say by helping them or hindering 
them, so we come to the subject, How to 
Grow. The Bible makes this very plain. 
It makes it so simple that any one can 
understand it. If we will take the steps 
to promote the growth which the Bible 
clearly sets forth, then we shall grow. If 
we do not take those steps we shall not 
grow, we shall remain spiri_tual dwarfs and 
monstrosities, and there will be no one to 
blame but ouraelves. 
L To Crow in Grace We Muat Firat of 
AU Be in Grace. 
Fint of all, to grow in grace w~ must 
be in grace. One of the greatest m1sta~es 
men and women are making is in tcying
111 • grace. to grow in grace before they are 
One of the greatest mistakes we preache~s 
are making is trying to build peo~le _up ~ 
10 the Christian life before they are it. b 
a baby is to grow satisfactorily it ~ust e 
well bom and if we are to grow ID gbrabce
' • Therewasa aY 
we must be born again. 1"lk 
in New York that was fed on eleph~nt's ~ 
and it grew one hundred pounds m a cw 
• 
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weeks, but then it was a baby elephant to 
begin with. A human baby would not 
have grown the same even if it were fed 
on elephant's milk, and just so you can 
feed a man, woman, or child on the best 
food for a child of God, but he will not 
grow like a child of God unless he is a child 
of God to begin with. So to grow in grace 
we must first be in grace, we must be 
born again to start with. 
That brings us to the question, how is 
one born again, or how do we come into 
grace. John 1 :12 answers the question, "As 
many as received him, to them gave he 
power to become the sons of God, even to 
them that believe on his name." To become 
a child of God we must simply receive 
Jesus. It is not enough to tum over a 
new leaf; it is not enough to merely quit 
ou~ ~e:1n?ess, it is not enough to ''hit the 
trail ; 1t 1s not enough to join the church: 
~e must RECEIVE JESUS. What does 
it mean to receive Jesus? It means to take 
the Lord Jesus to be to ourselves what 
God offers Him to be to everybody. What 
does God offer Jesus to be? First of all 
He offers Him to be our sin bearer, the one 
who bore our sins in His own body on the 
cross, Isa. 53 :6: "All we like sheep have 
str>ne a ray; we have turned every one to 
~• own way; and the Lord hath laid on 
him the iniquity of us all." 1 Peter 2 :24: 
"Who his own self bare our sins in hi1 
' 
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body on the tree, that we, being dead to 
sins, should live unto righteousness : by 
whose stripes ye are healed." To receive 
Jesus then means to take Him to be our 
sin bearer, the One who died in our place, 
and to trust God to forgive our sins because 
the Lord Jesus died in our place. 
In the second place, God offers Jesus to be 
our risen Saviour who has power to save us 
to the uttermost to deliver us from the 
power of sin da; by day. As we read in 
Hebrews 7 :25, "He is able to save to the 
uttermost them that draw near unto God 
through him, seeing he ever liveth_ to make 
intercession for them." To receive J~sus 
then means to take Him to be our risen 
ndSaviour, who has all power in heaven a. 
on earth, and therefore has power to ~ive 
nd t us victory over sin day by day, a JUS
to rd trust Him to do it. In the thi place 
rd nd God offers Jesus to be to us our Lo a
King, as Peter puts it in Acts 2 =36• "There­
fore let all the house of Israel know 
God hath made that same
assur edl y, th a t . both Lord 
Jesus whom ye have crucified, 
and Christ" To receive Jesus then me~n• 
to take Him as our Lord and our ChriSt. 
that is as our Divine Master, to whom we 
surrender the entire control of our 
. to whom we sur-
thoughts, and our Kmg, lives. 
render the entire control of our h . 
· e Jesus e 11When one does thus receiv . 
born again and he has entered into grace, 
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and therefore has taken his first step, the 
all-essential step, toward growing in grace. 
II. To Grow in Grace We Must Open)J 
ConfeH Christ Before the World. 
In the second place, in order to grow in 
grace we must make an open confession 
before the world of Jesus, whom we have 
received as our Lord. He Himself says in 
Matt. 10 :32, 33, "Whosoever therefore shall 
confess me before men, him will I confess 
also before my Father which is in heaven. 
But whosoever shall deny me before men, 
him will I also deny before my Father 
which is in heaven." There is no possibil­
ity of growth in grace without the open 
confession of Christ before the world. If 
we really accept Him we will confess Him. 
As God says in Rom. 10 :9, 10, "If thou 
shalt confess with thy mouth Jesus as 
Lord, and shalt believe in thy heart that 
God raised Him from the dead, thou shalt 
be saved; for with the heart man believeth 
unto righteousness ; and with the mouth 
confession is made unto salvation." Out of 
the abundance of the heart the mouth 
speaketh, and if we believe in Him with 
the heart we shalt confess Him with the 
mouth. If we are to grow in grace it is 
necessary not merely that we confess the 
Lord Jesus when we join the church we 
must con.st an tl ' Y con/ ess Him, every oppor· 
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tunity we have. There are few things that 
promote growth in grace more than the 
frequent confession of Christ. I once heard 
a very wise old minister say to some young 
converts, "If you make a good deal of 
Jesus Christ, Jesus Christ will make a good 
deal of you, but if you do not make much 
of Jesus Christ, He will not make much of 
you." Here is where many are stunted, just 
little spiritual "sawed-offs": they do not 
make a practice of confessing Christ. And 
here is where many young converts go for­
ward by leaps and bounds, because they are 
making a constant practice of the con­
fession of Christ. 
Ill. Must Eat the Right Kind of Foocl. 
In the third place, if we are to grow in 
grace there must be the right kind of food. 
We grow by what we eat. You migh_t have 
a baby physically the best born m the 
world but if you did not feed it the right 
kind ~f food, and plenty of it, it would 
not grow. The baby of John Sullivan 
would not grow as fast as the baby of Tom 
Thumb, if we gave the baby _of T?m 
Thumb plenty of good, nourishing ~ilk, 
and did not give the baby of John Sullivan 
any food at all • so a man or woman or boy
or girl may be ' born again, · but t 'f you do
thnot give them the right food regularly ey 
won't grow. What the right kind of food 
10 
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fs the Bible tells us in 1 Peter 2 :2: "~ 
newborn babes, desire the sincere milk of 
the word, that ye may grow thereby," 
The Word of God is the food of the 
mighty. Nothing will take the place of Bible 
study to promote growth. No amount oflis­
te~ing to Sunday or any other preacher 
will take the place of personal Bible study. 
No amount of reading good books, even 
the very best books, the books of Andrew 
Murray or any other devotional writer, will 
take the place of direct, personal Bible 
st
~dy. Fenerbach, the German materialist,
said "M · 
. ' ann isst was er ist " or to put it 
into English, omitting the pu~, which is not 
tanslat~ble, "a man is what he eats." Thia 
.: ct~ainly emphatically true in the spir-~ ua life. Jeremiah said, "Thy words were 
ound, and / did eat them,· and thy words 
were unto me a • d h . . . 
m· h Joy an t e re101cmg of 
•r;__e eart : for I am called by thy name, 0 ORD .God of hosts," (Jer. 15 :16) andthe P salm1st sa "Bl . ' 
w lk h ys, essed 1s the man that 
a et not in the counsel of the wicked 
nor standeth · h ' 
sitteth in h m t e way of sinners, nor 
his del" 
::w 
ht t.e seat of the scornful. But 
in his ,s the law of the LORD,· and 
And h h doth he meditate day and night. 
e 5 all be lik
streams f e a tree planted by the 
fruit . . 0 water, that bringeth forth its 
m its season h 1
wither. and ' w ose eaf also doth not 
prospe;,, (Pwhatsoever he doeth shall 
· s. 1:1-3). 
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But it is not enough that we feed 
on the Word of God, although that 
is the right kind of food, we should 
feed reg•larly. Many study the Bible and 
do not grow much because they study so 
irregularly and so unsystematically. We 
should study the Bible every day, never 
letting a single day pass by under any cir­
cumstances, that we do not give some time 
to Bible study. We read of the believers 
of Berea that "These were more noble than 
those in Thessalonica, in that they received 
the word with all readiness of mind, exam­
ining the scriptures daily, whether these 
things were so." (Acts 17:11). We should 
have a regular time each day set apart and 
kept sacredly for Bible study. I was once 
calling upon a member of our church in 
Minneapolis, one of the most intelligent 
women in the church. I put to her the 
question, "How are you getting on in your 
Christian life?" She replied, "I am not get­
ting on at all. My life is a disgrace to me, 
a disgrace to the church, and a disgrace to 
Jesus Christ." I asked her why that was. 
She replied she did not know. Then I put 
to her another question, "Are you studying 
Jour Bible every day?" She answered, "No, 
not every day, some days I put a great deal 
of time into Bible study, and then I go 
days without studying it at all." Her lit­
tle babe lay in the baby carriage near her. 
I turned to the baby and said: "Mrs. N-. 
J2 
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suppose you should feed that baby cvu, 
two houn today, every four hours the next 
day, then two or three times in the whole 
day the next day, then Jet it go two or three 
days without feeding it at all, then feed 
it every two· hours the next day, and then 
let it go two or three days without feeding 
it at all, how do you think the baby would 
grow?" She replied, "Why the baby would 
not grow at all, the baby would die." I 
said, "That is just the way you are treat­
ing your soul : some days you spend a good 
deal of time in Bible study, then you go 
days without studying it at at all" She 
was like many. They wonder at their not 
growing in the Christian life, but there is 
no mystery about it. The Bible must not 
only be studied, but it must be studied reg­
ularly, it must be studied doily, and there 
must be a regular time and system of Bible 
study. 
IV. Muat Be Plenty of Coocl Air. 
In the next place if we arc to grow we 
must have Plenty of good air. Good birth 
nd a good food are not enough we must 
have good air to breathe. Duri~g the last 
ten years there has been a great awakening 
among h · · P ysicians and all intelligent people, 
::e importance of plenty of good air for 
th and growth. A woman who was 
that e head of a home for defective chil-
JS 
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dren in Scotland, once told me that almost 
all the children in that institution owed 
their physical weakness to breathing the 
air in their homes that had been contami­
nated by the tobacco smoke of their fathers. 
How pale and puny are the children who 
are cooped up in stuffy houses. One reason 
why Californians are so healthy is because 
they live in the open. People come to Cal­
ifornia sickly and puny and grow strong 
because they sleep out doors and live out 
doors, and then many of them are foolish 
enough to attribute it to the Christian Sci­
ence they learned in 1..0s Angeles. No, it 
was the good air you got in Los Angeles. 
So in the spiritual life, to grow we must 
have plenty of good spiritual air. 
WHERE DO WE GET GOOD SPIRIT­
UAL AIR? 
I. Abwe all else in prayer. If we really 
pray we go up into the mountain whe~e 
the air is fresh and pure and plenty of 1!· 
The air of the world is stuffy and foul, it 
stunts our growth unless we often go alone 
into the mountai~. "They that wait upon 
the Lord shall renew their strength." (Isa. 
40:31). Even the Lord Jesus, when He 
Jived in this world, found it necessary t~ 
go off into the mountains to pray. We rea 
in Mark 1 :35, "And in the morning, a gre:~
while before day, he rose up and weat 0 
1& 
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and departed into a desert place, and there 
prayed." And in Luke 6:12, "And it came 
to pass in those days, that He went out 
into a mountain to pray, and continved all 
night in P,ay,,. to God." If the Lord Jesus 
needed thus to go alone with God to pray 
and breathe the air of heaven, how much 
more do we need to do so. 
2. Another place where we get good air 
is in Christian fellowship. In Heb. 10 :25 
God warns us against "forsaking the assem­
bling of ourselves together, as the manner 
of some is." No one can grow well with­
?ut Christian feltowship. What a change 
m the atmosphere there is when we leave 
the .s~iety of the worldly, even worldly 
Christians, and get among really godly peo­
ple. Join the church. It is necessary for 
your growth. Some people get converted 
~nd then go into a hole and pult the hole 
in ~ft_er them. They keep aloof from 
?rishan . feltowship; they join no church. 
uch people never become strong, full 
grown Christians. But not only join the 
church, but join a church where the fel-
l h"ows ip realty is helpful, a church where 
they preach the Bible and lots of it. Avoid 
t~e churches where they putt the Bible to 
pieces. They will hurt you not help you.
And ·d th ' avoi e churches where they neglect
th 
e Bible. Join the church that makes 
much of prayer. Join the church where 
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the conversation and tone is high apirit-
aally. 
But it is not enough just to join the 
church, cultivate the society of Christians. 
Many people join the church and then keep 
aloof from fellowship with their fellow 
members. Little good comes from that. Go 
to the prayer meeting regularly. The prayer 
meeting Christian is the growing Chris­
tian. One of the noblest Christian men we 
ever had in the American army was Major 
General 0. O. Howard. He was emphat­
ically a prayer meeting Christian. Som• 
years ago when he came to the coast to 
take charge of the forces out here the peo­
ple of San Francisco proposed to make a 
reception for him. They chose for !he 
night of the reception the prayer meetmg 
night On informing General Howard ~f 
the reception he thanked them for their 
kindness but told them that he could not 
go to a reception on that night, that that 
was prayer meeting night and he always 
made a practice of attending the prayer 
meeting and would not put the prayer 
meeting aside for any other consi~e~ation. 
If you wish to be a growing Christian be 
1 prayer meeting Christian. 
V. Exercise. 
th One more thing is necessary for g_row
and that is esenise. Our muscles witl not 
16 
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grow strong unless we use them, and our 
moral and spiritual muscles will be flabby 
unless we give them good, stiff exercise. 
I took a pair of Sandow's dumb bells 
around the world with me to keep in phys­
ical trim. I knew that unless my body was 
kept in physical health and strength I 
could not do the work. When we began 
out five months campaign in the City of 
London, with the enormous buildings in 
th~ee different parts of the city, the com• 
m1ttee who had the matter in charge, fccl­
ing that there was so much money involved 
in my being able to go through with the 
campaign, and that there would be so much 
lost if I should break down, went to Lloyd's 
to get them to insure me against a physical 
break down. Lloyd's thought the risk was 
too great and refused to take it, but I 
never missed a single meeting. Of course, 
I know it was due to God's grace primaril7 
that I kept in physical trim through the 
five long, heavy months of work; but it 
;as d~e also to my taking care of my bodJ, 
! taking plenty of regular, systematic exer• 
cise, and if we are to keep in trim spirit• 
ually it is absolutely necessary to exercise. 
We cannot be spiritual loafers and e__,God' -in-~• 
s grace to make up for our own neglect 
of sense and of duty. 
n 
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WHAT IS THE BEST EXERCISE? 
1. Bri,sging others to Christ. 
The Lord Jesus said to His first disciples, 
"Follow me, and I will make you fishers 
of men." (Matt. 4:19). The best way to 
keep from going back into the world is 
to keep bringing others out of it. The 
soul-winning Christian is the best growing 
Christian. Go to work to win souls. Speak 
to at least one person daily. Mr. Moody 
made it a rule in his Christian life to never 
let a day go by without speaking to at 
least one person about his soul, and oh 
how he grew. He came on by leaps and 
bounds in the Christian life, and from a 
most unpromising beginning became the 
most prominent man in Christian life and 
work in the whole country. 
2. But there is another form of spiritual 
exercise which is necessary for growth, 
that is, gentrov.s giving. One cannot gro~ 
spiritually if he is stingy. God's word_~ 
plain We read in 2 Cor. 9 :6-8, "He whic 
sow~h sparingly shall reap also sparingly; 
and he which soweth bountifully shall re_ap 
also bountifully (Paul is talking about giv­
ing). Every man according_ as _he. pur; 
poseth in his heart, so let him give' n~ 
grudgingly or of necessity: for God tov~ 
a cheerful 'giver. And God is able to rn : 
all grace abound toward you (i.e., tow~r 
cheerful givers); that ye, always havinlr 
II 
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alt sufficiency in all things, may abound to 
every good work." It is the "liberal soul" 
that is "made fat." In Luke 6:38 we read, 
"Give, and it shall be given unto you; good 
measure, pressed down, and shaken 
together, and running over, shall men give 
into your bosom. For with th, somt mtos• 
ure that y, mete withal it shall bt mta.rt1rtd 
to you again." The man who gives gen­
erously will grow greatly. The man who 
does not give, or who gives in a niggardly 
way, wiU shrink. Become at once a syste­
matic giver. 
CONCLUSION. God commands as to 
grew: every consideration of reason and 
!elf-interest and noble purpose, and of the 
mterests of God's kingdom urges us to 
grow. Will you grow? It remains with 
you to say whether you will or not All 
that is necessary for you to grow is that 
you foltow the teaching of the Word of 
God as we have studied it today. First, 
that you be sure that you are in grace, that 
You are born again ; second, that you con­
stantly confess Jesus Christ before the 
world; third, that You study the Word of 
God. regularly; fourth, that you take plenty 
of time for prayer and cult" tc Ch • nan·fell . , 1va ns 
. ~wship; fifth, that yon take plenty of 
~~tual exercise by bringing others to 
"'°r1st and by • •giving regularly, systematic-0 a Y, and IJCDCrously as God has prospered 
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you. . Will you resolve today with all your 
heart that you will do these things ? If 
you do, then each year of your Christian life 
will find you farther on in the attainment 
of the measure of the stature of the 
fullness of Christ. Every year of your 
Christian life will be better than the year 
that went before. 
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HOW TO MAKE A SUCCF.SS OF THE 
CHRISTIAN LIFE 
By R. A. Torrey 
There are two classes of persons who start 
out in the Christian life: those who make a 
complete or partial failure of it and those who 
make a complete success of it. The question 
at once suggests itself: "Is it possible to point 
out a plain pathway, in which, any one who will 
can walk, and following which will make suc­
cess absolucely sure?" I believe it is. I believe 
that God's Word gives a few simple instruc• 
tions, which, if followed, will make success in 
the Christian life a certainty. 
There are seven steps in the path marked out 
in the Bible. 
l. Begin Right. What a right beginning is 
we see in John l:12, "But as many as received 
Him, to them gave He power to become the 
sons of God, even to them that belleve on his 
name." Receive Christ. Take Him as your 
Saviour who died for your sin. Trust the whole 
matter of "'our f gtthe " or Veness to him. Rest upon 
thfact at He has paid the full penalty of 
:vour sin. 2 Cor v. 21 "For H h th d Him
• •, ea mae 
toi be sin for us, who knew no Bin. that we 
m ght be mad th ' him ., e e righteousness of God In0f · al. 1i1: 13, "Christ hath redeemed us 
rom the curse of the law, being made a curse 
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for us, for it is written, Cursed is every on• 
that hangeth on a tree." It is in this first step 
that many make a mistake. They try to mix 
in their good works as a ground of salvation. 
They think if they are good God will forgive 
them, because of Christ's death and their good­
ness. Take Him as your deliverer, the one who 
will save you from the power of sin, who will 
quicken you when dead in trespasses and sins. 
Don't try to save yourself from the power of 
sin. Trust Him to do ft. Take Him as your 
Master. Don't seek to guide your own life. 
Surrender unconditionally to His lordship over 
you. Say, "All for Jesus." Many fail, because 
they shrink back from this entire surrender. 
Th~ wish to serve Jesus with half their heart, 
and part of themselves, and part of their pos­
sessions. It is a wretched life of stumbling and 
failure, this life of half-hearted surrender. It 
is a joyous life, all along the way, the life of 
entire surrender. If you have never done it 
before and wish "to make a success of the 
Christian life " go alone with God; get down 
' Allf J ~" S~on your knees, and say, " or es · f 
It very earnestly· say it from the bottom o 
your heart Stay' there until you realize what 
it means :Wd what you are doing. It is a 
wondrous step forward when one really takes 
it. If you have taken it already, take it a~in. 
Take ft often. It always has fresh mea ng 
and brings fresh blessedness. 
Taking in olves obedi-Christ as your Master v hknow it in eac 
ence to His will as far as you f the most 
amallest detail of life. This is one 0
2 
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essential conditions of receiving "the HolJ 
Ghost, whom God hath given to them that obe7 
him," (Acts v:32). 
2. Confess Christ Openly Before Men. Matt. 
x: 32, "Whosoever, therefore, shall confess me 
before men, him will I confess also before my 
Father which 1s in heaven." Rom. :ir:::10, "For 
with the heart man believeth unto righteous• 
ness; and with the mouth confession is made 
unto salvation." The life of confession le the 
life of full salvation. It is when we confess 
Christ before men that He confesses us before 
"my Father in heaven," and the fulnese of Hie 
blessing comes. It does not mean that we are 
to conf-ess Christ just once, as for example, 
when we unite with the church, but constanUy. 
The one who would make the largest success 
of the Christian life should seize every oppor• 
tunity of confessing Christ before men-in the 
home, in shopping, at work, in the church, 
everywhere. I once heard a wise old preacher 
say, "If we make a good deal of Christ, He will 
make a great deal of us." How many back• 
sliders fell away from Christ at this point! They 
went to a new city, or a new place of work, 
and neglected to confess Christ, and now they 
are back in the world. 
3. Study the Word. 1 Pet. 11:2, "As new• 
born babes, desire the sincere milk of the word, 
that you may grow thereby." The Word of 
God is the soul's food. It is the nourishment 
of the new life. One who neglects the Word 
e&nnot make much of a success of the Chris-
3 
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tfan life. All who get on in the Christian t!ft 
great feeders on the Word of God. Here 
::ny fall. Ask any backslider, "Have you fed 
on the Word dally?" I have never found one 
that could say that he had. · 
lnts on Bible reading are: First, readTw0 
r po ond read afood for your own sou1; sec ' 
.:..t deal on your knees. The Bible has become! 
D•- -b k to me sinceIn some measure a new oo 
have taken to reading it on my knees. 
" 1 These v:17.
, "Pray Without Ceaa Ing, 1· life
• d In the Christ an 
The one who would succee That ls easy enough 
must lead a life of prayer. t times forb t it Have self you only set a ou ~vid and Daniel, three 
pra~r. The rule of D P lv·l "Evening7 i ood rue1 s. · •times a day, s a g n. wlll pray, and cry I 
and morning, and at noo , olce" Dan. vi:10, 
aloud: and He shall hear U:~a~ the. writing was 
"Now when Daniel knew d his win·his house; an • 
signed, he went into amber toward Jeru· 
dows being open in his h~h knees three ttmes a 
aalem, he Jmeeled upon s thanks before his 
day, and prayed, and g~;eBegin the daY with 
God, as he did aforetlme. thanksgiving tor the 
thanksgiving and prayer-- t prayer for the 
thdefinite mercies of e pas 'd stop in the 
resent ay.deflnlte needs of t he P d temptationd worTY an
midst of the bustle an . d prayer. Close
th ksglving an 
of the day for an gl ing and prayer. 
the day with thanks v ial prayer in 
Then there should be the sp: the temPta-
when we s "PraYspecial temptation- king to Qod.1tton approacblng. Keep oo 
4 
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without ceasing." It ls not needtul to be 011 
your knees all the time. But the heart should 
be on its knees all the time. If "S::i.tan trem• 
bles when he sees the weakest saint upon hie 
knees," let us keep him trembling all the time. 
We should be often on our knees, on our faces, 
literally. This ls a joyous life, xree from 
worry and care. Here ls the point, neglect of 
prayer, where many fail. 
There are three things for which the one 
who would make a success of the Christian We 
must especially pray: First, for wisdom, "If 
any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of God," 
Jae. 1:5; second, for strength, "They that watt 
upon the Lord shall renew their strength," Isa. 
xl:31; third, for the Holy Spirit, "Your heavenl:, 
Father shall give the Holy Spirit to them that 
ask Him." If you have not yet received the 
baptism of the Holy Spirit you should offer 
definite prayer for this definite blessing and 
definitely expect to receive it. If you have 
already received the baptism of the Holy Sp1r1t 
you should with each new emergency of Chris­
tian work pray to God for a new filling with the 
Holy Spirit, Acts tv:31. 
" 6. Go to Work for Chrllt. Matt. uv:29, 
.For unto every one that hath shall be given, 
and he shall have abundanoe; but from him that 
!'; hath not shall be taken away even that whichthha ·" Note the context, and you w1ll see 
that is means, those who use what they have 
will get more, aod thoBe who let what they have 
lie Idle wUl lose even that. The working Chrls-
5 
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tlan, the one who uses his talents, whether few 
or many, In Christ's service, ls the one who 
geta on in the Christian life here, and who will 
hereafter hear the "Well done, thou good and 
faithful servant, enter Into the joy of thy Lord." 
Find some work to do for Christ and do It. 
Seek for work. It It ls nothing more than d1s-
1r1buttng tracts, or Invitations to meetings, do 
it. Always be looking for something more to 
do for Christ, and you will always be receiving 
aomethtng more from Christ. 
8. Give Largely. Prov. xi:25, "The liberal 
soul shall be made fat." 2 Cor. ix: 6, 8, "He which 
aoweth sparingly shall reap also sparingly; 
and he which soweth bountifully shall reap also 
bountifully. And God ls able to make all grace 
abound toward you; that ye, always having an 
■11111clency In all things, may abound to every 
1ood work." Success and growth in Chris~ 
life depend on few things more than Uber 
giving. A stingy Christian cannot be a growln: 
stiChristian It ls wonderful how a Chri an ma 
• gin t give Givebegins to grow when he be s O • d a:,■ temattcally. t Set aside for ChrfS a fix:t 
proPQrtlon of all the money or goods you g · 
D n't use it forit Be exact and honest ab~ut · 0 th i
• Aten s 
:,ourself under any circumstances. Don't let it 
a rood thproportion to begin wi • our 
be less than that After you have given Y f 
tenth you will p~bably soon 1ea:t1 i:e t~oyt:e 
giving tree-wlll offerings 1n ad 0 
tenth. 
Phil 8 :18-14, "Breth·7. Keep Puahtng On. 
e 
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ren, I count not myself to have apprehended; 
but this one thing I do, forgetting those things 
which are behind, and reaching forth unto 
those things which are before, I press toward 
the mark for the prize of the high calling of 
God in Christ JesUB." Forget that which lies 
behind; press on to the better things that lie 
before--"Press on toward the goal unto the 
prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus," 
(R. V.) Forget the sins which lie behind. If 
you fail anywhere, 1f you fall, don·t be discour­
aged, d~n•t give up; don't brood over the sin. 
Confess it instantly. Believe God's Word. 1 
John 1: 9, "If we confess our sins, he is faithful 
and Just to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse 
us from all unrighteousness." Believe the sin 
is forgiven; forget it; press on. Satan beguiles 
many a poor soul here. He keeps us brooding 
over our fatlures and sins. He even makes 111 
think this ts humiUty, as 1t it were humility to 
doubt God's Word and make Him a liar by not 
believing the sin is forgiven and put away, 
when He says tt fs. 
Forget the achievements and victories ot the 
past and press on to greater. Here Satan 
cheata many of us out ot the larger Ufe. He 
keeps us thinking so much of what we have 
already obtained, and makes us so contented 
th wl it, and so puffed up over it that we come 
to a standstill, or even backslid~ I have seen 
this in ma 1 divid · 
"Ho ny n uals and many churches. 
w ~11 we have done'" they think. Our 
only safety ts in torgettin~ those things which 
l).re behind, and pressing on. "Excelsior!" 
7 
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40gher!" should be the soul's persistent cry. 
Press on! There is always sometlling better 
ahead. You may have received a second blea& 
Ing, or a twenty-second, but there is still som• 
thing better until we "come • • • unto a per 
iect man, unto the measure of the stature ol 
the fulness of Christ," Eph. iv:13. 
Young Christian friends and older Christians, 
the road to certain success in the Christian lit€ 
ls plain enough. Shall we take it? The trutlul 
of this tract are tamiUar; but are you pra• 
Uclng them? Read the tract over often anl 
see if there is not some point at which you fall. 
If you find there is, correct your mistake at 
once. 
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How 
can I know 
that 
I am led 
by the IHoly Spirit 
Answered by 
Dr. R. A. TORREY 
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How can one distinguish between the 
leading of the Holy Spirit and a mere 
lmpulae of our own heart? 
The m?~ important condition of being
able to d1stingu1sh the true leading of the 
Holy Spirit is that we be absolutely sur­
rendered to the will of God. There arc 
many people doing the things that they 
themselves wish to do . and calling it the 
guidance of the Holy Spirit, simply be­
cause there has not been a real and abso­
lute surrender to the will of God. Often• 
times these people fancy that there has 
been a surrender of the will to God but 
afterwards discover that the supposed sur­
render has not been real. It is the privi­
lege of every child of God to have the 
guidance of the Holy Spirit at every tum 
of life. The conditions upon which that 
guidance i• obtained are clearly stated, or 
implied, in James 1 :5-7, "If any of y_ou 
lack wisdom, let him ask of God, that. giv­
eth to all men liberally, and upbra1deth 
not; and it shall be given him. . But let 
him ask in faith, nothing wavering. For 
he that wavereth is like a wave of the sea 
driven with the wind and tossed. For _let 
not that man think that he shall rt;c!!1ve 
anything of the Lord." The cond1t1on1 
here stated, or implied, are: 
First That the one seeking God's guid­
ance shall fuJly realize his own lack of 
wisdom, i. e., bis inability to decide for 
himself. 
Second. That he really desire to know 
and do the wiJJ of God. 
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Third. That he definitely ask God to 
show him what to do. 
Fourth. That without wavering or 
doubting he confidently expect God to show 
him. 
Fifth. That he go step by step as the 
Lord leads. 
_The on!! who meets these condition, 
wtll be guided. Many of us make the mis­
take of wishing God to show us the whole 
way before we take the first step but God 
leads a step at a time, and whe~ we take 
the first step He will make the next step 
~ear. But if we wait for remote steps to 
mad~ clear before we take the first step
they wtll not be made clear. There arc 
~ni' wh_o tell us that they are seeking 
whd s guidance _but can get no light, but 
en you question them it becomes clearth that ey have sufficient light for the nest 
j.teC ~nd what they are really seeking is 
/\ t or a step which they do not have to 
a k as yet. Take the next step that God 
ma es cblear before you. You do not need t 0 see eyond that. 
ththf:ii~:t }°g t_hdat net;ds to be said upon 0 
• gui ance 1s thllt God's guid-
~nce is clear guidance "God 1· 1· ht d 
in Him · da k · s ig , anOftenti~s no ,, ness at all" (1 John l :5). 
render t es G when one makes a full sur­
him O od: 
mlfithe Devil seeks to defeat stevenbridi~!fi _all manner of difficult or 
thus etti us_ 1!1gs as the will of God, 1seldoJ int~gsp~ir~ 
not d th m ua 1:;e
to perplexity and not 
agony. When he does 
sugg~ts h~bsu~thin.res then the Devil 
God, and thua unti. .d t he has not obeyed
mi souls get into all man-
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ner of self-condemnation, and are some­
times even led to doubt their salvation, or 
to wonder whether they have not commit­
ted the unparaonable sm. When any sug­
gestion as to duty comes to us if our wills 
are fully surrendered to God and we 
really are willing to do His will, we have 
a right to approach our Father as His 
children without fear (Rom. ~ :15) an4 say,
"Father, I wish to do Thy will and will do 
it if Thou wilt only make it perfectly clear. 
Now make what Thou dost want me to do 
as clear as day" and we have a right to 
expect that ou~ Father wil~ make it ~s 
clear as day if we really desire to do His 
will. And we are under no obl_igation to 
take a step until He does make 1t as clear 
as day. We ought to avoid all undue ~aste 
in doing what we imagine to be th~ will of 
God just as much as we should avoid delay­
ing when that will is made perfectly clea~; 
"He that believeth shall not make ~ast_e 
(Isa. 26:16). Many an hone~t soul m its 
eagerness to obey God hurries on ahead 
of God because he does not fully trust God 
and thus wait for God to make the way 
perfectly clear. When one do~s thu~ hur1 
on before God he gets into difficulties/d
oftentimes has to come back and he n .s 
that the thing that .he did at great sacri­
fice he was not called upon t<? do. 
A Christian should hve without worry 
and aJ1Xiety ( Phil. 4 :6) He should di~~~ 
even be anxious lest he may ~ave h 
beyed God ir. some uncertain ~hmg t3atbu~ 
thinks perhaps God wanted h1?1 to O h 
. h. h he is not quite sure t at 
concemmg w ic W not slavesGod wanted him to do. e are . d the 
but children. We ha~e ntot f!!~e1b~t the 
spirit of bondage agam O • we cry 
spirit of placing Ras son8s·1w5h)erT~e life of 
"Abba, Father" ( om. · · 
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mental torture and self-condemnation 
that some conscientious souls sud'er for 
fear they may have disobeyed God in not 
doing something that it was not at all 
clear that they should do, is not a life 
of intelligent faith. We should simply 
trust God absolutely, surrender to Him 
absolutely, look to Him to guide us day
by day, trust Him to guide us and go on 
gently and trustfully just so fast as He 
makes the way perfectly clear, and nofaster. 
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I 
HOW TO BEGIN A CHRISTIAN UFE 
GOD'S COMMAND, "Repent and belie•e the 
Goapel"-Mark i:15. 
THE GOSPEL, "I declare unto you the Goe· 
pel, which I preached unto you • . that Chri1t 
died for our eins1 according to the Scripture.,
aud that he was Duricd, and that he rose again
the third day, according to the Scriptures."­
! Cor. xv:1-4. 
GOD'S ASSURANCE, "By him all that believe 
are justified from all thin&s (Acta xiii:39), "He 
that bclicveth on the Son hath everlaetins life" 
-John iii:36. 
WHAT IS IT TO BELIEVE ON THE SON,
"As many as received Him, to them save He 
power to become the Sona of God, even to them 
that believe on Hia namc"-John i:U. 
In obedience to God's command I do here 1 
and now turn from every known 11n and believe 
the Gospel that Christ died for my ains, wa1 
buned and rose a1rain. I receive Hu lesus aa m7 redeemer, who bore my SIDS m own bod1 
on the cross (2 Cor. v:21; Gal. iii:13; 1 Pct. ii:24),
~nd who has power to forgive my sin, (!\lark 
u:_10; Y:31), as my teacher to whom I will sub• 
m,t all my thoughts (John vi :68) as my suidc 
to who_m I will commit the direction of m_r life (Acta ix:6), as my risen Saviour whom I will 
trust to keep me from falling (Jude 24) and save 
me to the uttermost (Heb. vii:25); and resting 
upo'? God's assurance, I believe all my aina areforg1ven and I have eternal life. 
s1pec1,..____________ 
Plac:e..________It 
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2 
GROWTH IN GRACE 
GOD'S COMMAND, "Grow in Grace and la 
lb bowlcdge of our Lord and Saviour, Jeaua 
Qariat"-2 Peter iii:18. 
BOW TO GROW IN GRACE 
t. Confeaa Christ with the mouth before mca 
ncry opportunity you get-Matt. x:32; Rom. 
11! Be baptized and _partake regularly__ ?ii-thi 
Lord'• Supper--Acta u:11-42; Luke xxu. , 
Cor. si:35. •· z A t1 Study the Word daily-1 Peter u: ; c • 
:a::32: Acta xvii :11. d 
4. Pray daily and ever,: time you arc t~Vptc 
-Lake xi:9-13· Luke xxu:40: 1 Thess. •: • 
, f d r1 f every sin anS. Put away out o your • d be 
nerythinsdthaft J'.O'? htav1cJdoohunbti-7~boRot,:.nxv~:-z/; 
nery wor o Chn• - · • 
John xiv:23. i E h iv·ll•6. Seek the society of Chriat ans- P • · 
Ml; Acta U:G-47: Heb. x:24, 2S. • 29
'l Go to work for Christ-Matt. xxv .dl~- · 
• • . don't be ,scour-
8. When you fall into stn • it forgiven 
ased, but confcaa it a\0 nch:i ~~J~•Phil. iii:13, 14. 
aDd pt up and IJO on- 1o • • 
• race accordinlJ 
Earneetly de1lring to grow ,n g e;ly confc•• 
to God'• command, I p~rposc to t:Pstudy a por•
rdCbriat, to obacrye all Hts wo s, irutarlY to 
tlOII of Hia Word d~ily, to! prayd ~: seek ;ach 
aeek the aodcty of Hts peopde, ;n His sake. 
day aomc work that I can ° or 
..... 
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3 
HOW TO USE THE BIBLE 
L Own a /ood print, well bound Bible, a Con· 
cordance 1111 the "Trea ■ ury of Scripture KAowl• 
edare.• 
a Set a portion of each day ■ acredl7 apart
for Bible 1tud7. Let your body go unfed rather 
than your immortal aoul-Acta zyii:lL 
3. Choose an hour for atudy when your mind 
i1 cleare1t. 
4. Stud7 with a humble, teachable mind, not 
to aee what you can make it teach, but what 
God meant it to teach-Katt. xi:25. 
5. Pray for the auldance of the Author of the 
book-Pa. cziz:18; John zly:26; l John il:27. 
6. Read the whole Bible through c0111ecutlTel7, 
again and again-Luke x,dy:Z,. 
7. ~tudz1 not skim· weigh each word; look up 
all re erences aiiCT7ead them carefully; aearch 
the Scriptures with Text Book and Concordance 
to see how God handles such words and ,uh• 
Jects ,:,• ,:'Sin,., .,Salvation," "The Cro11,0 ''The 
Blood, Repentance " "Faith " etc. Analyse
books of the Bible v~rae by Te;•e,, writlnir down 
all the teachings of each ver■e-J 01. I:8. 
8. Read it H the Word of God (1 Thea1. li:13), 
aubmit your judgment unhealtatinsly to ltl 
teaching■, believe all It• promises, heed all it■ 
warnings, obey alrTta command'!! alway■and 
~ Remember, it i■ GOD':. mea■ aire to 
YOU. 
9. Stud7 and accept not only what you like,but all God has to say John Til:17. 
lO. Commit to memory at lea ■ t one Ter■ e eachda7-PL cziz:11. 
11•• Carry a Bible or Testament with you for 
the 1mP.rovement of 1pare minute-Epb. y:J6;
Acta 'riii:28. 
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HINTS ON TRUE CHRISTIAN LIVING 
TO BE nBQU'ENTLY READ AND CON­
- STANTLY FOLLOWED 
L >.Jl prompting• of duty are leading& of the 
Spirit. Follow them alway• and at any cost-
1t b. J!~~; !,oTb;:!~e"~~ cannot ~ake Chrlat 
- 11 ··· 20· P11 cxxxtz·7wll!a J.ou- att. JCtVIU: • ,tld not be· glad to
chri~tgillijj! cha~~; c1hJ:~ 
do what 'JcloO~ ans--• • 
0 
,.. tt.D ,ctiv·4"-51· 
;r:tto
Luke xxiii:34,
6nd 10u · • 
lS; 1 TheH. T:2. •• 
!f~-~c
t onfident that 
Do nothing that 1'011 ar; ~~d.:.COI. iii:17; 1
1.o
4. 
u can do to the slorT 0
Cor. s :31. proposed act, do7When ln do!Jb t {'• tot~ loJalty to Chriat 
aot do it, if. i,t •• cdearand it-Rom. xiv:22, 23;
doe• not po11tave1Y em 
1 John .ux:21. 
S. 
. t God upon all 1ou do-
' Seek the blen111g O 
p., c:a-ril:1; Phil. Iv:~, 7. 
-
how little Christ 
7. Do not UT to d111h;;r much you can do 
w1D accept of J'OII, bllt Chron. iv:10. 
for 1 him-2 Cor. 'I' :H, 15 l 
low 5
fe example, ao fol· 
I, The beat mall la an . ~ ~aGal. ii:11-13; John 
Juu1 01111-Jer. zvu . • 
.-lll:12. d continually an .e'.'d'!ei.~! 
9. Seek at once - hi h"-Luke xxiv.49, .. , ~ "P(!wer from oil ll 
u:J9; IT:31. 
lea and 
d ubt• and tro?\ h"m.-1ML Take all J'Ollr d ieave them wit burden■ to Jeau• an ......-S0 ·10 
llatt. n:a; Pa. fy:32; la. to God-EP 
U. Tnut ,our aalTation.. . ude 24. 
11:1; 2 Cor. li:9-11 1 Pet. 1 • ' 
_.... "if~P 
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5 
ADDR~MEMORANDUM 
The blanka below should be filled in with the 
name and addreaa of the one aipins at the bot• 
tom of pases l and 2, and thi ■ pase S) mar thea 
be detached on dotted or perforated line and 
retained b7 the one preaentin&" the card, or, If 
the card ia aent throu8'h the mail or alpe4 
later h7 the one to whom it • preaented, the 
pa8'e ($) ahould be aeparated and aent to the 
one from whom the card waa obtain-;[ Pa,ea 
1-4 ahould be retained b7 the one who alpa. 
The name and addreaa filled in the blank• on 
thia pa8'e enable the one who aenda or preaenta 
the card to have an accurate memorandum of 
the name of the person to whom it was preaented 
and thus to pra7 for or to sive auch a one 
friendl7 Chriatian watch-care. 
Street and numbell" (if dt7),_________ 
Ctt7, tow11 or -..ilia,..,.....__________ 
State 
•Ladiea will write "Mia■ ," or "'Kra." 
Jletura to ________________ 
lljTrlils tmd Tr11els of Torre, 
R , A. TORREY 
eo,,,,rtgltllld 1916 6ft 
R. A. 'l"orr-11 
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The Twenty-third Psalm is a great deep. 
It is an unfathomable ocean of truth. It 1s 
the first Scripture that most of us ever teamed, 
but no one of us in a lifetime has ever 
exhausted it, or gotten to the bottom of it. 
Volumes have been devoted to the exposition
of this Psalm, but who that has ever studied 
it v:ould dream of saying, "I now have atl 
that there is in the twenty-third Psalm." It 
is a short Psalm, but there is material in it 
for the meditation of a lifetime. How comes 
it that there are such treasures and such depths 
of truth in so sma11 a space? There can be 
but one reasonable answer to that question,
viz., God is its Author. It is often contended 
by the critics that David could not have writ­
ten it because it is so far beyond him and so 
far beyond his time. Doubtless it is beyond
David, far, far beyond him, and far beyond 
his time, but can the critics tell us what man 
of any time that any one has ever dreamed of 
assigning the Psalm to, the Psalm is not be­
yond? But the Psalm is not beyond God, and 
its inexhaustible depth and matchless beauty 
and perennial power are clear proof that God 
is the Author of the Psalm. 
There are two methods of dividing the 
Psalm that suggest themselves from a study 
of the Psalm itself. According to the first 
method we divide it into two parts: the first 
part, verses 1-4, Jehovah, my Mighty and Tm,­
der Shep/lerd,· the second part, verses 5, 6, 
Jehovah, my Bountiful Host. According to 
the second method of dividing the Psalm, we 
divide it into three parts : Part 1, verses 1-3, 
Ever:y Want Met; Part 2, verse 4, Every Fear 
Bansshed; Part 3, Every Longing Satisfied. 
I. EVERY WANT MET. 
1. The foundation thought of this part of 
the Psalm, as we11 as the next, is found in the 
opening words, "Jehovah is my Sheplttrd." 
,_ 
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The figure of the Shepherd is one of freque.nt 
. h B·bt I It was a favoriteoccurrence m t e e. • fi _
illustration with our Lord Himself. The f g 
ure stands for love and care an~ pfote~r~; 
and provision on God's part, an °~ rt 
and obedience and f?t~nJ mL:k! 9 313. I~s; (John 10 :1, 18202tf • S3 ·6·· Matt 9 :36).1 4:5, 6; Ahcts h : ; Ssah.eph~rd is to ~ay that
To say Je ova 1s my H n 
He loves me with t he ten:-ere:~el~tis br~:ght 
eastern shepherd 1oves is h Lord loves His 
out in Luke 15 :4-6. ~ow t el0 ·11 "I am the 
sheep is brought out m ~n Sh~pherd layeth
good Shepherd, the hg h ,. and in John 
down His life for t e s eep, h. and the 
10:3, 4, "To _him ~he_ por~erh~Pce:ii!th his own 
sheep hear his voice . an h them out. When 
aheep by name, and lea_det bee he goeth
he hath put forth all hth ownf~UoJ• him : for 
before them, .and ~he,, s ~:ause "Jehovah is 
they know his voice. He will secure 
my Shepherd" He lovif !~ ~e'even if it takes my safety and ~Y we indeed it did. To 
the sacrifice of Himself, h d" is to say that 
say "Jehovah ~s my ?1iifs e;ver-watchful ahd 
I am the sub1ect oJ b was a shep}lerd e 
tender care. When aco his flock. He care­
took wonderful care of and swiftness of a 
fullf guarded the length d . e the flock and 
day's march lest he over. ri(Gen 33:13), and 
some of the feeble on~s fi~~ely wi.se ShephiJ~• 1in the same way our !1takes shapes aU ks 
who never makes ~hs rega~d to our st;ac~ 
dealings with us w1 overdrives us. m ct 
nesseL He never d" He will prote 
"Jehovah is my Shephdr ot fear the hon, h"r 
me and therefore I 1r~r ~he devil and ~I add 
the bear, or the wo herd is ever at ban their 
~osta; £or my S~ep ill deliver me oul~ ?J4_37). 
1s ever mighty an w (cf 1 Sam. · f His 
mouth and their ptwis th~t I am on~Jobovah 
All I need to see O i btly say, e. 
ahcep and therefore can r g "Jehovah is rny 
is my Shepherd." To sayJehovah will pro­
Shepherd" is also to say, ,,.,_ 
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vide for me, that he wilt find me good
and sufficient pasturage. It is a shepherd's 
business to feed the sheep and the lambs, and 
by making Himself my Shepherd Jehovah has 
undertaken to make it His business to pro­
vide me pasture and He will do it; so no won­
der the Psalmist continues, "I shall not want." 
Who has a right to say "Jehovah is my Shep­
herd?" Everybody? Most assuredly not. 
There are certain well defined and clearly 
stated conditions of being one of Jehovah's 
sheep, and only those who meet the condi­
tions have a right to say, "Jehovah is my
Shepherd." But all can meet the conditions. 
What these conditions are we find in John 
10 :3, 4, 5, 27, "To him the porter openeth;
and the sheep hear his voice: and he calleth 
his own sheep by name, and leadeth them out. 
When he hath put forth all his own, he goeth 
before them, and the sheep follow him: for 
they know his voice. And a stranger will they 
not follow, but will flee from him: for they
know not the voice of strangers. My sheep 
hear ,ny voice, and I know them, and theyfollow me." We see here that the conditions 
of being Jehovah's sheep are, first, that we 
"hear Hu voice," i. e., that we listen and 
attend to what Jehovah has to say. The man 
who is neglecting the voice of J ehovab as it 
speaks in the Bible and through His Spirit, 
and the man who refuses to attend to that 
voice, has no right to repeat the 23rd Psalm 
and say "Jehovah is my Shepherd." Second, 
that we "follow Him." The one who is not 
following the Lord has no right to say ''Jeho­
vah is my Shepherd." Third, that we heed 
not the voice of strangers. but flee· from them. 
The f!!an or woman who is willing to go after 
and listen to every "new gospel'' spinner that 
comes along, ~as no right to say, "Jehovah is 
my Shepherd. The Lord's sheep will not 
follow a stranger, but flee from him. Two 
persons were once looking over the Bible 
together as the 23rd Psalm was read. One 
took out a pencil and drew a mark under the 
tow 
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ut th' d th ord "my." At the close of the se~ce
und~ ,:!yr" ~id "Why did you draw that hn.e'The other replied, "'.fhe Lord u 
MY Shepherd, and I wondered If He were 
ours." thY 2. "/ shall nol want.n Tbe~e words ~re 11 
logical outcome of those w;ich prec~,tshall 
Jehovah i,, my Sbepberl? 0 Th~:ers;m be no 
not want. How can . f h 
~h:: who thof any kind, 0 lack in eh~:d. B!t shall 
makes JehovahThh1sB~tfPis full of answers to1I !lot wa~t? e s:.JJ: . e. . 10; Phil. 4 :19; 4 9this question (Ps. if~b'. 13:5, 6). Not 
Matt. 6 :33; Rorp. · ' will ever lack any­
one of Jehovah s sh!=eP d to have. Is 
thing that it is fo! his real g~oI would rather 
not that a comfortmg_thoufhiiod than all the 
have that sure J'romtefriends and honors in 
money and lan s banG d is a sun and shield: 
America. "Jehova • o • d lory . no good
Jehovah will giv_e grace tnm '&em ·that walk 
thi~g wilt He w 1i;J1. \~. r?.And my_ God sha}l
upnghtly. (Ps. . 1 accordmg to His 
supply every ne«;d of )'.Ofj~sus" (Phil, 4:19). 
riches in glory, m C!tris to "want" : there are 
We may seem sometimes t get but the rea­
things we desire and do n? bec~use it is not 
son we do not get t~m l~nder the existing
good for us to get . em ld be good for ~s 
conditions. Perhaps 1fd~~ for them in God s 
to get them if we wou f that we have not 
way. It is often true oas ul ·2 3).
because we ask not (J· . t  t from the 
Now the Psa mis ball not want, to 
~eral statement t~at wins verse 2 we h:i,ve 
:ecific wants s~ppl!ed. i:«;t:i and food, and drmk, four wants supphed. "He ma,keth ,ne to 
and leadini, are provi e • . He leadeth ,ne 
lie dO'W1S tn green pa~!".,Etterally translati~• 
beside the stillldwatef'.ds. "He maketh met tod t1he 
. wou rea , . He ea ethis v«;rse of tender grass, W find adown m pastures f rrest:' e. 
beside the fl/Otet"S o that pasStve rest 
~o-fold rest in. thi~ ~s~n the soft, youngOof the sheep tyusg 
3 
 leads on 
~ 
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spring grass ; the active rest, walking beside 
the waters of rest. And just so there is a 
~wo-fol~ rest in the Christian life, passive rest, 
Just. lymg on J esu_f _bosom; active rest, in 
servm_g the Lord, without fear, in holiness 
and ~tg?,teousness before Him all the days of 
our hfe (Luke 1 :74, 75). This two-fold rest 
comes out also in Matt. 11 :28, 29, "Come unto 
me, all ye that labor and are heavy laden, 
and I will give you rest. Take my yoke upon 
you, and learn of me; for I am meek and 
lowly of heart: and ye shall find rest unto 
your souls." The Shepherd himself it is who 
best knows when we would better lie down in 
tender grass, and when we would better be 
led on beside the, waters of rest, and it is He 
who makes us he down, and it is He .who 
leads. 
But., there is foo1 !',S well as rest, "tender 
grass, the sweet, Juicy grass of springtime
such as the sheep love. Where do we find it? 
Is !h.ere any food so easy to cat, so juicy, so 
~chc1ous, so nutritious as that which we find 
m the Word of God? Surely there is nothing 
that one of the L?rd's sheep enjoys like this. 
Perhaps a goat cnJoys tin cans and bill-posters 
and old boots bett1;r than tender grass, and 
so there arc worldhngs who enjoy the latest 
novel or the daily paper better than the Bible 
bWut the sheep prefer the tender grass of God'~ 
ord. 
~ut th.ere is drink as well as food, Jehovah 
1ea ! HThis sheep right beside "the waters of 
rest. ere 1s always water at hand for 
Jehovah's sheep to drink, refreshing tranquil 
waters, not turbulent, turbid wat~rs "the 
waters of reSl.n What arc these waters of 
~! reSt :: that our Shepherd gives us to drink? Weleft to ~peculate. Our Lord Himself 
. h J erpreted it; from John 4 :14 compared 
~
1\ii t ohn 7 :37-39 we find that the Holy Spirit r ~ water that we drink. How sweet and 
f e iciot!' these ~atcrs are some of you know 
rhm .t eth«;XPCriences of your own life. But 
w Y is is water called "waters of rest?" 
m 
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The answer is found in Gal. 5 :22, 23, "The 
fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, long­
snffcring, kindness, goodness, faith, meelmess, 
eelf-controL" ,,
But there is guidance too, "He leadeth f!'e: 
Not only are the still waters there, but 1t 1s 
Jehovah Himself who leads us al~ng the.ban~. 
To me the thought of Jehovah s leading 1s 
one of the most precious thou~hts of the 
Psalm or indeed of the whole Bible. 
"He l~adeth me, 'o precious thought,
O words with heavenly comfort fraught I 
Whate'er I do, whcrc'cr I be, .,
Still 'tis God's hand that lcadcth me. 
And He leads constantly by th~ .''v:raters of 
rest," i e. the supply of the Spmt 1s always 
at hand f~r a fresh drink. Some years ago 
He led me right up to the waters of rest 1ni 
what a drink I took, it seemed ~hen as ,;eekst
would never need another, ~ut this Pf the 
or two He has been leadmg me a ong t 
same bank again andh I hlatv~ fi;b! ~octcd\h~i 
deeper than I thoug t. is . It is 
Jehovah leads, not. drih~s, Hds t~~eef~nowing 
to be noted also m t is an eriences into 
vcr~cs that. thcT~ are fourds~xKrst by waters 
which and m whic~ He :ha of righteousness, 
~f rest; secondik~n Jfrd~ into and thro!,lgh 
L e., a holy wa ·t' d testing. fourth, mto 
darkness and pen an 
His own house fohevcr.
• 
 fifth want supplied,
In verse 3 we _a~e a invi orating: "Ht 
i. e., healing in r~v1ving, or oul,ff, Sheep grow 
restoreth ( o,. ,-eviveth) m; s c: but we do not 
weary and weak and so O C:k' or sickl;r, there 
need to remain weary or twr and this Revivor 
is a Reviver or .InvJig;ra h'Himself. As the 
or Invigorator 1s I: ova a sheep and 
shepherd kneels f-fsidc J~~r:O~i; so Jehovah 
nurses it back to I c an us can l~ok back to 
does with us. Most greth of ld and our spiritual times when we c~h; /cntlc Shepherd
life waned, and en e our souls. Many 
came and revived ~s, ,.D,stO!"d "Thy gentleness 
of us can say with avi ' 
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hath made me great" (2 Sam. 22 :26). There 
may be some sheep who reads these words 
who needs reviving today. Well, the Lord is 
ready to revive. You need not drag your­
self along half dead. There is not only life 
for us, but fullness of life. Jesus our Shep­
herd says, "I came that they may have life, 
and that they may have it abundantlf' (John
10:10). It is by His Word especially that 
Jehovah restores the soul (Ps. 19 :7, R. V.).
And now we have a sixth want supplied,
guidance, "He guideth me in the paths of 
righteousness for His name's sake." We have 
already had guidance in verse 2, but this is a 
different guidance; there it was guidance by 
the "waters of rest," here it is guidance in a 
holI' walk. 
"Paths of righteousness" literally translated 
would be "paths of straightness." We will 
never walk in straight paths without His 
guidance. Left to ourselves we make very 
crooked paths, but He guides us straight on 
from the pit of sin to the glory of God. 
"W.hat !hall I do, what shall I do," many are 
a~king, that I may be sure that I walk in the 
nght path?" Let H!m guide you, no need of 
care, no need of anxiety lest you are going the 
"'.rong wa_y, no '!eed of reproaching of a mor­
b1~ conscience, Just put your whole life into 
!J1s ha~ds f~; .Him to lead (cf. Rom. 8:15).
He gu,deth, Just reSt there, poor, troubled, 
t~mpe~t-!ossed soul. He leads a step at a 
time; 1t 1s far better to have His daily hourly 
momentary guidance than to have the' way all 
mapped out. Personal guidance is better than 
a charted course, for we might misread the 
chart; but ~e guides, no mistakes now. These 
paths of righteousness in which He guides 
are pleasant paths. Some fancy that the 
paths. of se~fishness and sin and worldly plea­
sure m which a silly sheep might wander are 
pleas~nter, but it is not so. No paths so 
~eautiful, no paths so bril{ht, no paths so de-
11~Ntl, as the paths of righteousness (Prov. 
ewltl 
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, It ia well to notice the order of God's sup­
p!, of our wants as given in this Psalm: 
Firtt, rest, then food, then life-giving water{
then the invigorating of our lives. These al 
precede the holy walk. This is the order of 
experience• the Lord first gives us rest, then 
He feeds ~s then we walk beside the living 
waters and drink often and deep, then the 
life is revived or invigorated, and then comes 
the holy walk before ffl;en. There a;re many
who are trying to walk ID paths of ng~teous­
ness before they get the strength for 1t that 
comes from finding rest in the Lord and then 
feeding on the tender grass of the Word ~f!d 
drinking the life-giving waters of th~ Spmt, 
and being invigorated by the Lord Himself. 
Before we leave this verse let .us !!ote 't}11
it is that Jehovah does all this, for. •f 
Mme's sake" Not because of any merit o 
ours, not beauae of any claims the sheepi{:i,v~ 
upon Him but juat because of what ~e im1
self is, ;u;t because of J:lis ow~ sovereign d~~! 
and His covenant with His peop e Im thJehovah do these things. I am _glad ~ P;:ke;; 
ist added these words, "fo[ His na;;:ovisidn 
and that Jehovl\h'a care o me, an n what I 
for me, and In re to l!le, Jests not changeable, 
am, but on what He is. amts~he same for 
He is so changeless. I am n? h same yes­
two consecutive minutes, He 
~~t·is t terdar, 13 :8). And today, and foreved and guidance
He gives rest and food an :m aths of right­
and reviving, a~d lead~ mekm fu!cause of His 
eousness for Hu names sa e, 
own eternal unchangeable love. 
II. EVERY FEAR BANISHED: 
• th"s 1 division ofThere is but one verse ID 
th Psal b t oh what a verse.
ms, u 
 11 .,gh the va eJL "Yta thovqh wa . fear no evil." 1 11 of tis, shadow of tlt(!lh, w,taken into new 
The Lord's 1beep 1s now d to "lie down 
experiences, having been m! !nd led "beside 
in pastures of t~?er j1:.js~ in paths of right­
the water• of rest, an e 
e I lk throu
ntne 
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eousness," he is now led into "the valley of 
the shadow of death." The Hebrew word 
translated "shadow of death" is of frequent 
occurrence in the Old Testament, and is used 
to express the deepest darkness. The Psalmist 
did not have merely the experience of literal 
death in mind, but all experiences where the 
darkness is thick and profound. God's sheep
do not always walk in bright path's, the way 
the wise and tender Shepherd leads may lie 
through very dark valleys; the path may be 
so dark that we cannot see ahead at all, we 
can scarcely see the Shepherd Himself, though 
we can hear His voice. It does not prove at 
all that because we are in some dark valley 
we are not His sheep, nor does it prove that 
He is not leading. Dark valleys may lie 
between one green and fat pasture and another 
more green and rich and peaceful. I know 
that in my own past life the way into the 
most rich and peaceful pastures has led some­
times through the darkest valley, a valley
whose darkness was like "the shadow of 
death," "the valley of the shadow of death." 
2. But even in this dark valley Jehovah's 
sheep have no fears. "I will fear no evil," 
sings the Psalmist in the dark. It is not onlr, 
while resting in the "pastures ·of tender grass,' 
and walking "beside the waters of rest," and 
"in the paths of righteousness" that Jehovah's 
sheep fears no evil, but in the valley of deepest 
darkness as well. Every fear is banished on 
all occasions. A true trust in God banishes 
all fear. under all circumstances, for all time. 
Over and over again do we come upon this 
thought in the Bible (Isa. 12 :2; 26 :3; Ps. 
3 :5, 6; 27 :1-3; 46 :1-3; 118 :6 ;" Isa: 41 :10, 13; 
Phil. 4:6, 7; Rom. 8:28, 31, 32, 34). Jehovah's 
sheep need never fear. They are as safe in 
the valley of the shadow of death as in the 
"pastures of tender grass,• or "beside the 
waters of rest." 
3. But note well the reason the Psalmist 
gives why he will not fear, "for Tho• art with 
m,," not because there is no enemy and no 
,.,,. 
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da w: er there, but because there. is with us _Oneis mightier than any poss1.ble enemy, not 
bctausc we are able to cope with !lnbdang~fh 
we may !Dcet, but becaus~!te\ii:!i (~f. 'r~ 
us who JS able to cope 13 ·5 6) In these 
43 :2; Rom. 8 :31 ; Heb.th · ht that banishes 
words we havtllthC~ri!tiart:gheart, "Thou art 
all fear from c ld t that truth firmly
1:llitlt me." If we. cou ge k it in our 
rooted in . our mdm:s . ah~ll ;:frs and loneli­
thoughts, 1t wou 1 ~ms w forever. "Thou 
ness and overwhclmmg sorro.t today in a real 
art with mt." Learn to sfe. 1 When you walk 
way and not m~rely byd ro in terror regarding
the streets by mght an arc into the Shep­1what may befall you, ?.~ up art with me." 
herd's face and say, h otu rm tossed ocean 
out on t e s O • • h " When you are . "Thou art wit me. 
in shipwreck say •~tnl . kncss perhaps nigh
When lying on a be . 0 ~'Thou ~rt with me." 
anto death, say agakin, d turned from door
When out of wor an lo mcnt, and a 11
after door as you seek ernp y · "Thou art 
men seem aga~inst you, say a:;~':;, dollar of 
with me." When you sc!ept away and you 
your hard-earned money s s pathizing wort~ 
are forced to face. an"Thru art with me. 
peimiless, say agaJn, tand you and turn 
When friends m1sunders se arate y~u fro~ 
their back upon you, l!-nd,.Ttfou art withdme. t 
their company, say agai_nh ur dead, an . ~o 
When you sit atone wit ,;~ our heart 1s ~n­
only your home is lonely,. l.Thou art with 1finitely lonelier, say b~ ~his is the swe_tR¥ 
me." I am not sure Bu ·bt "THOU U1word in the whole e,1 a cure for a 
WITH ME." It is not on y ws all disap• 
fears it is a cure for atl sorWha't difference 
point~ents atl bereavc!11c_nt~~ the "pasture~ o; 
does it make,,whe~he~t:e i!:ncy of thfc sgao~cc
tender grass, or 1~ ;, Ruther or · 
of death," if He is th 1ere· uld rather be ~ 1 exclaimed "Lord Jes~s, won without ThCC' 
hell with 'Thee _than 1110.;Y~rTbee, that would 
for if I were 1n he ---
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be heaven to me, and if I were in heaven with­
out Thee that would be bell to me." Note 
also that it is not until the Psalmist gets into 
the "valley of the shadow of death" that he 
speaks of the Shepherd's personal presence.
He speaks of His grace and His feeding, and 
His guidance, etc., before this, but when he 
gets into the dark valley, it is Himself. This 
is true of the experience of most of us. It 
is in the valley of deepest darkness that we 
~o~e to know His personal fellowship, and 
1t 1s no longer what the Lord does, but 
"THOU art with me." Praise God for the 
dark valley where we have what we could not 
have in "the pastures of tender grass."
4. "Thy rod and thy staff they comforl 
f.!le.'' The rod and ~h~ staff are the shepherd's
implements for gu1dmg and guarding the 
sheep. It is the thought of the shepherd him• 
self near at hand to guide and guard in the 
dark valley that banishes fear and comforts 
the sheep. The Hebrew word translated "rod" 
means mo~t !fequently in Bible usage, "A rod 
~f correction ; and our Shepherd's correction 
1~ mosJ comfori:ng to us, if we are wise. Some­
times 1t ~eans a sceptre," and nothing is more 
comforting to the Christian than Christ's 
sceptre, and every true Christian is longing for 
the time when it shall bear sway throughout 
the earth. But sometimes the Hebrew word 
tra~sla~ed "rod" means "a shepherd"s crook," 
which 1s doubtless the primary meaning here. 
T~e ~ebrew !"ord translated "staff" means 
pn1:11anly that m which one depends, or upon 
wh1<;h he leans, and is used of the staff David 
earned when he went to meet Goliath. Both 
th~ crook and staff with which Christ guides 
His sheep and wards off the enemy is "the 
~<?rd of God." How efficient and sufficient 
it 1s to ward off the wolf lion and bear 
appears from the history of ~ur Lord Himself 
where Christ met and overcame the three­
fold assault of Satan with the thrice rep_eated,
"It is '!'ritten." Nothing comforts the Lord's 
sheep like the Word (Rom. 15:4.). 
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III. EVERY LONGING SATISFIED. 
In the third division of the Psalm the figure 
changes, Jehovah Jesus appears no longer as 
a Shepherd, but as a Bountiful Host. 
1. "Thou preparest a table be/ore •me!' 
These words taken alone would furnish a 
sufficient text for a long sermon. If there 
were time, it would be well to s~dy all that 
Jesus has spread before us on this. t!lble1 n,o 
banquet on earth like that. ';["he m1~hona1.re s 
sumptuous feast ~or his fr}ends smks mto 
utter nothingness 1n comparison. As to the 
general character of the feast read Psalm 63 :5, 
"My soul shall be satisfied as with •marrow 
and fatness; and my mouth shall praise 'i;,hee 
with joyful lips." And. Psalm 81 :16, He 
should feed them also with the finest ohf t~d 
wheat, and with honey out of the rock s ou 
I satisfy thee." Have you ever saJ down 0at the table Jehovah spreads for ~is ~? 
If not 7ou do not know what richness 19: 
Some 'o the best things on the table .are. 
(1) His Word (Jer. 15:16), that :?J its:!! 
constitutes a good many courses, b''fe(Ps
than the honey and the honeyco.m b · 
19 :10). (2) But there is something_ ett~r 
than the written Word to feed upon,ht.e.6~55 
Incarnate Word, Jesus Himself </t n el£°? • 
56). Did you ever feed on Jesus im:d ,in 
2. Now notice _where ~e ;reE!!~ Ch~ist's 
the presence of !""'e enemies. ho will follow 
own have enemies, any man.;. Tim. 3 :12), 15 1 2 Jesus will be hated (]Hohn · . • spread us a0st 11but our . wond_erful w;e He is doing
banquet in their very. presenthing that makes 15 so constantly. That ~he church, they see 
the world so angry at e h and at the 
what a banquet the church J!9~w that they thbottom of their hearth i? This is one of 
themselves only hakve . uid!is 50 mad and so the things that ma es m 
violent. 
st
. b ides a feast, 
But there i_s _som_:;trhii°! ane;;ntesl ,ny head 
there is an anointing, 0 
 ;
thJrl(llffl 
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with oil." Do you know what that means? 
From Acts 10 :38 and Heb. 1 :9 we find that 
the anointing is the anointing with the Holy 
Ghost, the anointing with "the oil of gladness," 
the Holy Spirit (cf. 1 John 2 :20, R.V.). If 
you have received this anointing you will under­
stand why it is that the Bible speaks of it as 
"the oil of gladness" ( Heb. 1 :9; cf. Gal. 
5:22, 23). Jehovah Jesus just pours the oil 
over the head and it flows all over the whole 
p~rson. In olden times the anointing was con­
sidered a necessary preparation for a great 
!east, and the anointi~g with the Holy Spirit 
1s a necessary preparation for the Lord's feast. 
But we should remember that it is He Him­
self who does the anointing. "Thou anointest 
my head with oil," and if He has not anointed 
your head with oil, let Him anoint you today. 
He longs to do it. The chief condition of 
that anointing is absolute surrender to Him 
to do it and simple trust in Him (Acts S:32;
Luke 11 :13; Mark 11 :24). 
I 
I 
4. The next step follows naturally, inevi-' 
tably, "my cup runneth over." Of course it 
does. When you sit down at Jehovah's table 
and He breaks the alabaster box over you 
and the oil flows over your head and suffuses 
YC?Ur whole person, your cup will run over, it 
will run over and run out to others to bless 
theJ!l (John 7 :37-39). When our Lord Jesus 
anointed the one hundred and twenty with oil 
on the Day of Pentecost, their cups so ran over 
that worldly onlookers thought they were 
drunk or h~sterical or something of that sort; 
and very likely people will think that about 
you when you are anointed with "the oil of 
gladn_ess." But at Pentecost also people found 
that 1t was real and the cup of the disciples 
so overflowed that three thousand drank that 
da:y, and if your anointing is real your cup is 
gomg to overflow to some one else. I have 
known people to get very happy, but there 
was no overflow, and I have wondered if it 
was really the Lord who had anointed them. 
• f 
,_.,_, 
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If it had been really the Lord who had 
anointed them there would have been an over­
flow to some one else. 
S. Now we leave the feast for our earthly
pilgrimage, but we are not unguarded. "Surely 
goodness and mercy shall follow me." We 
need no better rearguard nor foreguard than 
that. There are no better shepherd dogs than 
"goodness and mercy,'' and God's goodness 
and mercy follow us every step. The Hebrew 
word translated "mercy" is the word so often 
translated "loving kindness,'' and it is so 
translated in the American Standard Version 
of this verse. The Psalmist had no question 
about it-"surely." How well protected and 
perfectly secure we are: the Shepherd picking 
out the path and leading the way, the Shep­
herd Himself close with us as we pass through 
the dark valley, and His ow!1 goodness an? 
mercy following us. There. 1s no real perµ 
for Christ's sheep. And notice ho!' 12ng th_1s 
will continue "all the days of my life. David 
took little st~ck in a salvation or blessing or 
security that lasted a few days, or a few years, 
"All the dars of my life.'' The goodness and 
mercy of Jehovah have followed me many 
years now, and I thank Him for it, but sup­
pose they were to leave me tomorr~w, next 
year, or even ten years from now, ~t would 
be unspeakably dreadful: but they will. no!-
6. Now we come to the en~ of our P!lgr1~­
age an:d pass out of time mto eternity, ! 
shall dwell in the house of the Lord f orever.d 
The Psalmist could hardly have underst~o 
the full me~ning of His own words. Like 
many another prophet, he mus~ .have W0!1· 
dered and searched _wha~ t~e Sp1rrt ot Chhist 
that was in him did s1gmfy when . e t us 
testified beforehand of the suffermgs 0 j
Christ (see preceding Psalm, P(salp 1 f>i-if)the glory that should follow e • · • 
These words tell us that in God's houde re 
many mansions (or abiding places)d it e se­
where we are told that our Shepher ad gtlt~~ 
to prepare a place there for us, an 
11n-n 
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when the place is prepared for us, and we arc 
prepared for the place He will come again and 
receive us unto Himself, and that where He 
is, there we shall be also, forever with 
Jehovah Jesus (John 14:1-3; 1 Thess.•4:17). 
What a proof we have here, and indeed in 
the whole Psalm of David's inspiration. No 
one can deeply and honestly ponder this 
Psalm and ever have a doubt again of its 
Divine origin. "IN THE HOUSE OF THE 
LORD FOREVER." Will that be joy? Will 
that be every longing satisfied? Listen to 
David again, "Thou wilt show me the path of 
life: in Thy presence is fultiess of joy; in Thy 
right hand there are pleasures for evermore" 
(Ps. 16:11). And still gain, "As for me, I 
shall behold Thy face in righteousness ; / shall 
be satisfied, when I awake, with beholding Thy 
form" ( Ps. 17 :15). Listen to Him still again. 
"One thing have I asked of Jehovah, that will 
I seek after: that I may dwell in the house 
of Jehovah all the days of my life, to behold 
the beauty of Jehovah, and to inquire in His 
temple" (Ps. 27 :4). And listen to another 
Psalmist, "Whom have1: in heaven but Thee? 
and there is none upon earth that I desire 
beside Thee. My flesh and my heart faileth; 
but God is the strength of m_y heart, and 
my portion for ever' (Ps. 73 :25, 26). Listen 
also to Paul, "We are willing to be absent 
from the body, and to be at home with the 
Lord" (2 Cor. S:8). Listen to Paul once 
more, "To depart and be with Christ ••• is 
very far better" (Phil. 1 :23). "In the house 
of the Lord forever''-everlastin~ fellowship 
and communion and companionship with God. 
We say even now, "My cup ruoocth over,.. 
but what shall it be then? 

